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Abstract:
Electron-positron pair creation is investigated in and around accretion flows within active galactic
nuclei. First, two-temperature accretion disk models from the 1970’s are re-examined, and the effects
of pairs on disk structure are calculated. It is found that thermal pah- production produces insufficient
pairs to greatly affect the disk, but that nonthennal processes produce sufficient pairs to significantly
alter flow structure for a wide range of parameters. Then improvements are made upon earlier studies
of pair-induced over- cooling of two-temperature spherical accretion flows. It is found that thermal
processes produce insufficient pairs to cause over-cooling; however, nonthennal pair production can be
an effective cooling agent. Finally, the origin, vertical structure, and radiation spectrum of steady-state
pair cascade atmospheres surrounding accretion flows are investigated, by developing computer codes
to model radiative transfer, scattering, pair production, and pair annihilation. It is found that substantial
pair atmospheres may develop above accretion flows which emit even a small fraction of their
luminosity as gamma- radiation. The radiation spectrum emitted by the flow may be significantly
reprocessed during transit through the atmosphere, leading to interesting observational consequences.
The conclusion is reached that under modest and reasonable assumptions, pairs can significantly alter
the accretion flows within, and the radiation spectra emitted from, the central engines of active galactic
nuclei. 
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ABSTRACT

Electron-positron pair creation is investigated in and around accretion 
flows within active galactic nuclei. First, two-temperature accretion 
disk models from the 1970’s are re-examined, and the effects of pairs 
on disk structure are calculated. It is found that thermal pah-
production produces insufficient pairs to greatly affect the disk, but 
that nonthennal processes produce sufficient pairs to significantly 
alter flow structure for a wide range of parameters. Then
improvements are made upon earlier studies of pair-induced over
cooling of two-temperature spherical accretion flows. It is found that
thermal processes produce insufficient pairs to cause over-cooling;
however, nonthennal pair production can be an effective cooling
agent. Finally, the origin, vertical structure, and radiation spectrum 
of steady-state pair cascade atmospheres surrounding accretion flows 
are investigated, by developing computer codes to model radiative 
transfer, scattering, pair production, and pair annihilation. It is
found that substantial pair atmospheres may develop above accretion 
flows which emit even a small fraction of their luminosity as gamma- 
radiation. The radiation spectrum emitted by the flow may be 
significantly reprocessed during transit through the atmosphere, 
leading to interesting observational consequences. The conclusion is 
reached that under modest and reasonable assumptions, pairs can 
significantly alter the accretion flows within, and the radiation
spectra emitted from, the central engines of active galactic nuclei.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Among the most intriguing objects in nature are the quasars, the 

brightest and most distant objects known. In the years since their 

discovery in the 1960s, astronomers and astrophysicists have come to 

the realization that these objects are (exceedingly bright) members of 

a much larger and tremendously varied group: the active galaxies. 

These galaxies derive their name from the fact that the galactic 

central core region, called the galactic nucleus, is unusually 

energetically active. Some measure of appreciation for the 

extraordinary nature of active galactic nuclei (AGNs) may be gained 

from a glance at a few of their many spectacular characteristics. For 

example, the central engine of AGNs (the region where most of the 

energy is produced) is thought to be some 10 orders of magnitude

smaller than the host galaxy as a whole, but can, in the case of 

bright quasars, outshine the rest of the galaxy by a factor of IO3 or

more. Some AGNs (in what are known as radio galaxies) are seen to 

propel powerful and remarkably collimated beams of radiation and 

matter (cosmic jets) which fuel vast radio-emitting structures (radio

lobes) a thousand times larger than the host galaxy. And many AGNs

exhibit the intriguing ability to radiate more or less uniformly across
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some 11 or so decades of frequency, from radio through hard gamma- 

rays. Many of the prominent spectral features observed in AGNs,

along with many theoretical considerations, are consistent with the

now almost universally accepted model of an AGN as an accreting 

supermassive black hole (M=IO6-9Msol), residing in the center of the 

galaxy. If any readers are not familiar with basic AGN theory and

observation, they are urged to look over the necessarily brief AGN

primer found m the Appendix, before reading the remainder of this 

paper.

This thesis deals with the effects of electron-positron pairs in

AGNs. In this introductory chapter we shall first review simple

arguments for the possibility of pair creation in AGNs. We then 

illustrate the need for studying pairs in AGNs by examining the 

literature, noting what work has been done in this field and what

important lines of inquiry have been inadequately treated. Finally we

propose the specific goals we wish to achieve in this thesis, and the

methods by which we shall achieve them.

The Possibility of Pair Creation in Active Galactic Nuclei 

Nonthermal Pair Creation

Of the AGNs close enough and bright enough to be viewed in y- 

rays, many are found to be strong y-ray emitters (see Appendix).

Jelley (1966) was the first to suggest that electron-positron pair 

creation may occur in AGNs, when y-rays interact with low energy 

photons through the quantum electrodynamical process:



y+y—>e++e' .
( 1 .1)

3 .

The subsequent 15 years or so saw relatively little progress made in 

investigating the consequences of this possibility. (Notable exceptions 

include Bonometto and Rees 1971, Herterich 1974, and Cavallo and 

Rees 1978.) This was due, in large part, to the exceedingly complex 

physics involved in accelerating particles to energies high enough to 

produce the y-radiation necessary for pair creation. (If electrons

produced the hu>100MeV photons observed in some sources, they 

would have to be ultrarelativistic, with Lorentz factors y>102.)

Plausible acceleration mechanisms include: strong shock waves, violent 

magnetic reconnection, and strong electric fields, among others. 

Interest in the field was renewed when Guilbert, Fabian, and Rees 

(1983) sidestepped the stubborn issue of acceleration physics and 

made the obvious but quite fruitful suggestion that much could be 

learned about AGN behavior by simply modeling particle acceleration 

as a continuous injection of some high-energy, nonthermal 

distribution of particles (usually electrons) throughout the emission 

region. The reasoning was that: (I) the violent variability seen in

AGN spectra is a strong indication of chaotic conditions in which at 

least some particle acceleration is guaranteed; and (2) preliminary 

studies have shown that most of the mechanisms listed above may 

produce quite similar power-law particle spectra, so that only a few 

free parameters (power-law slope, upper and lower energy limits, and 

total injected power) would be needed to model a generic acceleration 

mechanism. The newly-accelerated particles would then cool by
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Compton upscattering soft photons, by bremstrahlung emission, or by

synchrotron emission, producing y-radiation in the process, which

would then produce pairs.

As Lightman and Zdziarski (1987) point out, acceleration of some 

electrons to y » l  is energetically feasible because typical black hole 

accretion efficiencies (ratio of luminosity to rest mass accretion rate; 

see the Appendix) of 10% make available an energy up to 0.1 m c2

per ionization electron (where mp is the proton mass and we assume

ionized hydrogen is accreting). This scheme is the basis for all 

"nonthermal" pair creation models considered in this paper.

If a significant fraction of accretion energy is indeed channeled 

nonthermally to y-radiation, the criterion for significant pair 

production is that the source be sufficiently compact and luminous, 

and the resulting photon densities great enough, so that y-rays will 

interact and pair produce instead of escaping from the system. This 

point may be quantified by a simple, widely used, estimate involving 

the compactness parameter I (Guilbert, Fabian, and Rees 1983), which 

is a dimensionless ratio of source luminosity L to source size r:

I
La1,

47trm c3e
( 1.2)

where Or is the Thomson cross section. When /» 1  pair production 

should be important, with most =IMeV y-rays pair producing instead 

of escaping. When Z«1 most of these photons will escape and little 

pair production is expected (see Chapter 2).
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When applied to AGN central engines, the compactness parameter 

tells us on both theoretical and observational grounds that pair 

production could be important in these objects. Theoretically, 

following Lightman and Zdziarski (1987) and others, we may rewrite I 

as product of dimensionless ratios

/ = (1/2) (mp/me) (L/LEdd) (r/r) , (L3)

where Lfidd is the Eddington luminosity (see Appendix), rg=2GM/c2 is 

the Schwartzchild radius of a black hole of mass M, and G is the 

gravitational constant. For r=10rg, typical of many models, I can 

exceed unity even for sub-Eddington luminosities.

Observationally, we can estimate the compactness parameter by 

calculating L from an observed spectrum (the distance to the object 

must be known), and estimating source size r by the timescale of 

variabilty At (see the Appendix):

R=cAt , (1.4)

to obtain the observed compactness parameter:

^obsqT

47CAtobsmec4
(1.5)

AGN surveys (see Lightman and Zdziarski 1987 for a complete list)
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indicate values of I spread fairly uniformly over the interval IO'3 to 

IO1, indicating the possible importance of pairs in many AGNs.

If y-ray production does occur and if the source is sufficiently 

compact, so that some pairs are produced, there exists the

possibility that these pairs will initiate a "nonthermal pair cascade"

producing many more pairs. The cascade functions as a positive

feedback loop in which the initial relativistic pairs cool by

upscattering ambient soft photons to y-ray energies; these new

gamma rays produce a second generation of pairs, which will produce

more y-rays, which will produce more pairs, and so on. Whether these 

nonthermal processes will be effective or not is a complicated and 

highly model-dependent question.

Thermal Pair Creation

In contrast to the unequal sharing of energy characterizing

nonthermal models, in models of "thermal" pair production, available 

energy is shared more or less equitably among electrons. Here the 

importance of pair production depends critically on the electron 

temperature T 5. If the dimensionless temperature 0e=kTe/mec2 is

greater than unity, most electrons will be relativistic and readily

produce y-rays, which in turn will produce pairs. If & is not far

below unity, the high energy tail of the Maxwell-Boltzmann

distribution remains relativistic, and some y-ray and pair production

may result. Many AGN accretion flow models exhibit electron

temperatures around 0.1<6e<0.5, indicating the possibility of 

significant thermal pair production. Whether pairs will indeed be

6
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important is, as was the case for nonthermal models, a difficult and 

highly model-dependent question.

In addition to photon-photon pair creation, there exist many

other pair producing reactions, including photon-electron y+e—>e+e+e", 

electron-electron e+e-^e+e+eV, photon-proton y+p->p+e+e", and so on. 

The photon-electron cross section is down by roughly a factor of <xf, 

the fine structure constant, from the photon-photon cross section.

The electron-electron cross section is down by an additional factor of 

°cf, and the corresponding proton rates are even lower. Photon-photon 

reactions appear always to be the dominant pair creation process in 

AGNs (see Svensson 1987) because of the large value of its cross 

section and because particle densities remain too low in most AGN 

models.

Direct Observation of the 511 KeV Annihilation Line in AGN Snectra

No direct observation of the 511 keV annihilation feature has 

been reported in extragalactic AGN spectra. This is by no means a 

death nell to the theory of pairs in AGNs, however. Many theories 

have been set forth in which the annihilation line is scattered or

absorbed on its way out of the source, or is merely intrinsically too

weak to be detected. New more powerful detectors slated for the

coming few years, and improved modeling (this paper, for example), 

should shed considerable light on the subject.

We note that an on-again, off-again annihilation line, carrying 

1037erg/s (Phinney 1983), has been observed coming from our Galactic 

center. Our Galactic nucleus has long been suspected to be weakly
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active, and if these observations are confirmed, we will have the first

(but only) direct evidence of pairs in AGNs.

The Investigation of Pair Creation in Specific Accretion Models

Current theory tells us that matter accreting onto a black hole 

may assume any number of geometrical forms. However, if any 

angular momentum is originally present as mass is fed into the system

from great distances, or if the hole is spinning and the Lense- 

Thirring effect is in operation, the accretion flow should settle into

some sort of accretion disk in the region near the hole (see the

Appendix). It is in this central portion of the accretion flow where 

most of the gravitational potential energy is released. Any atmosphere 

of matter or radiation present in the space surrounding the flow

(above or below the disk) may scatter, absorb, or re-emit portions of 

the primary spectrum emitted from the accretion flow, constituting 

so-called spectral reprocessing. What we see through our telescopes

and detectors is the reprocessed primary spectrum. Any successful 

model of AGN central engines must therefore address both accretion

flow and atmosphere. We now consider specific important AGN flow 

and atmosphere models in which the effects of pair creation could be 

great, but for which this possibility has not been adequately 

investigated, or investigated at all.

A quick survey of conventional wisdom tells us that accretion 

flows can surround themselves with at least five fundamentally 

different kinds of atmospheres : (I) radiation pressure driven winds, 

in which intense radiation from the inner regions of the flow blows
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matter (pairs or otherwise) outward (Leighly 1990); (2)

evaporative/diffusive atmospheres, in which particles with 

sufficiently high velocities may overcome any (as yet unknown)

containment forces and "evaporate" from the surface of the flow

(Shakura and Sunyaev 1973); (3) magneto-coronal atmospheres, in

which shear amplified magnetic fields induce an instability by which 

matter in magnetic flux tubes becomes buoyant and rises up out of 

the flow, perhaps resulting in magnetic flares, prominences, and a 

high temperature corona much like those seen on the sun (Galeev,

Rosner and Vaiana 1979); (4) cosmic jets, in which a complex of 

ordered magnetic and electric fields tap into the rotational energy 

of the (spinning) black hole and propel radiation and/or matter out

more or less along the rotational axis (Phinney 1983; Bums and

Lovelace 1982); and (5) pair cascade atmospheres, in which y-rays, 

emitted from the flow, or produced by, say, high temperature

electrons in a mageto-corona, initiate a pair cascade which populates 

the atmosphere with pairs (see comments in Svensson 1985).

Of these five models, only pair winds and jets have received a

great deal of treatment (see the above references). We turn our

attention to one of the neglected areas, the pair cascade

atmosphere. If the assertion by Guilbert, Fabian, and Rees (1983) is 

true, and AGN accretion flows are indeed natural y-ray emitters, 

pair production should not only occur inside the flow, but outside as

well, and some sort of pair atmosphere should form. This has yet to 

be investigated in any detail at all. The task is a difficult one: the 

situation is intrinsically three-dimensional; the outer limits and
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spatial structure of the atmosphere are a priori unknown; the

atmosphere may be optically thin, so that radiative transfer will link 

together all regions of the atmosphere; the atmosphere depends

critically on the emission spectrum and geometiy of the accretion 

flow, which in turn may be affected by the atmosphere; and several 

physical processes (scattering, pair creation, pair annihilation, 

radiative transfer, particle transfer, ect.) are concurrently at work.

A survey of the literature reveals a large number of accretion 

disk models that have been proposed over the last twenty years or 

so. Many of these are variations on one or the other of the two most 

widely referenced models, the cool, optically thick, geometrically thin 

disk of Shakura and Sunyaev (1973), and the hot, optically thin,

geometrically thin, two-temperature disk of Shapiro, Lightman, and

Eardley (1976). These two models were originally formulated as pair- 

free, without taking into account any possible pair creation. Let us 

turn our attention to the two-temperature disk. As we note in the 

Appendix, two-temperature accretion flows are predicted for a large 

range of flow conditions in AGNs. The presence of pairs could

significantly alter the state of matter and radiation within the disk, 

affecting disk structure and emission spectrum. Before the present 

work, the only attempt to calculate equilibrium pair densities in the

two-temperature disk was by Liang (1979), who noted correctly that 

the high electron tempertures in the pair free model (T =IO9-10K) 

indicated pairs might be important. His results, which showed that 

thermal pair production was very important, with the density of 

pairs greatly exceeding the density of protons, were seriously
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questioned however, when Svensson (1985) and others found his 

methods to suffer many critical flaws. Also, no investigations into

nonthermal pair production have been conducted on this or any 

other disk whatsoever.

Inflated accretion flows (spherical or quasi-spherical geometry)

have been investigated somewhat more thoroughly for the effects of 

pairs than have the disks (see, for example: Svensson 1987; Lightman 

and Zdziarski 1987; Done and Fabian 1989; Fabian et al. 1986; and 

Begeknan, Sikora, and Rees 1987). As was the case with the disks, 

there are many models of spherical accretion from which to choose, 

but we shall again limit discussion in the present paper to two- 

temperature class of flows. It is of course desirable that two- 

temperature flows be investigated for the effects of pairs in both 

their thin disk and inflated limits. About the only work done in the

spherical limit was the pioneering paper of Begelman, Sikora, and 

Rees (1987), who used crude estimates of both thermal and

nonthermal pair creation rates to estimate the effects of pairs on the

thermal instability to possible collapse of the innennost regions of 

the ion pressure supported flow due to the overcooling of ions by

pairs through Coulomb collisional energy transfer. The collapse, and 

particularly the size of the collapsed region, influence heavily the 

geometry and primary spectrum of the flow (see Begelman, Sikora, 

and Rees 1987). A revisitation of the work of Begelman, Sikora, and

Rees (1987) utilizing more detailed calculations of pair creation rates 

is needed.
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the Effects of Electron-Positron Pahs in Two-

Temperature Accretion Flows: and the Origins.

Structure. and Spectral Reprocessing of Pah

Cascade Atmospheres in Active Galactic Nuclei

In this thesis we propose to remedy several important deficiencies 

in the development of accurate, self-consistent models of AGN central 

engines in the following manner. (I) We will investigate the effects

of pairs on the classic two-temperature disk model of Shapiro,

Lightman, and Eardley (1976). We will do this by improving the 

original pair free model* generalizing it to accommodate the presence 

of any pahs, developing accurate thermal and nonthermal models of

pair creation within the disk, and numerically solving the model to

determine the nature and extent of the effects of pahs. (2) We will

hnprove upon the pioneering work of Begelman, Sikora, and Rees 

(1987) by using more accurate treatments of both thermal and 

nonthermal pah production to determine the nature and extent of the 

effects of pahs on the over-cooling and collapse instabilities in two- 

temperature quasi-spherical accretion flows. (3) We will develop 

detailed numerical models of pah cascade atmospheres. Computer 

codes will be developed which, for any primary spectrum emitted by 

an accretion flow, will numerically solve for the three-dimensional 

structure of, and the spectral reprocessing by, the resulting

atmosphere. Two distinct models will be developed. The fhst is a

"pah cascade shower atmosphere," which employs many simplifying
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assumptions. The second, called "the general cascade atmosphere," is a 

more accurate model with many simplifying assumptions relaxed. We 

will make primitive comparisons with observation where appropriate 

and possible.
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CHAPTER 2

PAIR PRODUCTION WITHIN TWO-TEMPERATURE ACCRETION FLOWS

Two-temperature accretion flows, in which protons maintain 

higher temperatures than electrons, are an important class of

accretion flows, and are predicted to be present in many AGN central 

engines (see the Appendix). To investigate the effects of pairs on the 

structure and properties of two-temperature accretion flows, we adopt 

two extreme cases, a disk and quasi-spherical approach, which 

together, hopefully, would give some realistic insight to the actual 

physical situation. In disk accretion, the two-temperature hot region 

should be geometrically thick (see Appendix). However, a realistic 

model of such an inflated torus is non-existent. Therefore, we adopt 

the hot two-temperature thin disk model of Shapiro, Lightman, and 

Eardley (1976), the best available at the moment. They estimate that 

the thin disk model should remain acceptably accurate (to within a 

factor of about 2) even when the half-thickness h of the disk grown 

to the order of the radial distance r from the center of the disk: 

h~r. Our results should be accurate within the region h < r and at 

least qualitatively valid up to moderately inflated states, h ~ r, at 

which point spherical or quasi-spherical inflow has become 

appropriate (White and Lightman 1989). In our quasi-spherical model
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we adopt the approach of Begelman, Sifcora and Rees (1987) where 

the effect of the angular momentum is taken into account by allowing

the infall velocity v to be less than the free fall velocity by a factor

(X. This crudely models accretion as matter spirals, rather than

directly falls, in toward the black hole. The quasi-spherical results

should be valid in geometries ranging from moderately thick tori, h~r, 

to essentially spherical inflow, h>r.

If the electron temperature is sufficiently high, bremsstrahlung

could become an important cooling mechanism (see White and 

Lightman 1989). However, we adopt the view that the observed 

broad-band composite spectra of continuum radiation from Seyfert 

nuclei and typical radio-quiet quasars are more naturally explained by 

unsaturated Comptonization of soft photons by energetic electrons 

(Tsuruta 1988), and thus we do not discuss bremsstrahlung models in 

this paper. (See, however, White and Lightman 1989 for discussion of 

one-temperature bremsstrahlung disks which do not contradict the 

observational absence of a Wien hump in low luminosity Seyferts, for 

instance, but do appear to be inconsistent with gamma-ray 

observations and observed power-law slopes.) The soft photons may 

refer, e.g., to the UV bump observed in many of these objects or 

infrared emission through cyclotron higher harmonics (Takahara and 

Tsuruta 1982). When Comptonization is unsaturated, the outcoming

radiation has a power-law spectrum (e.g., Shapiro, Lightman and

Eardley 1976). Our thermal models are, therefore, constructed to

satisfy the important constraint that the energy slope a  of the
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observed power-law X-ray spectra is -0.3-1 for AGNs in general, and 

-0.7 for Seyfert Is in particular.

Within our two-temperature accretion flows near a black hole the 

proton temperature is comparable to its virial value, which is -IO11K 

to IO12K, while the expected electron temperature of around IO9K is 

of the order of its rest mass energy (Shapiro, Lightman and Eardley 

1976). Under such high temperatures the thermal production of 

electron-positron pairs could be important. On the other hand, it has 

been pointed out that pairs can be produced even more efficiently 

through a nonthermal process (e.g. see Rees 1984, Guilbert, Fabian

and Rees 1983, Fabian et al. 1986). These authors argued that in the

environment of the accretion flows near a black hole some fraction 

of electrons could be accelerated effectively to highly relativistic

energies through shocks, magnetic reconnections, etc., and these

electrons will produce pairs through a cascade process, described in 

detail in Chapter 3. Therefore, in our work we consider both 

thermal and nonthermal pair production, in both our disk and quasi- 

spherical models.

Two-Temperature Disk 

Model with Thermal Pair Production

We refer the reader to the pair-free disk structure equations of

Shapiro, Lightman, and Eardley (1976). Taking n=n.+2n+ to be the

total electron density (ionization electrons plus pairs), where n. is

the ion (proton) density, and n+ is the positron (=pair) density, we

accommodate the presence of pairs by formally including the pair
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contributions to the gas pressure and mass density in the equation of 

state and the condition of hydrostatic equilibrium:

P  =  n ek T e+ n ik T i . ( 2 .1 )

P/h = (neme+n.mpXGM/r3)h . (2.2)

Here Te is the electron (and positron) temperature; T. the ion

(proton) temperature; P the pressure; M the mass of the accreting

black hole (IO7Mgol for models presented in this chapter); and h the 

disk half-thickness at radius r where h « r  is the thin disk criterion. 

We ignore the radiation pressure contribution to the total pressure P 

in equation (2.1). Radiation pressure will become important at super-

Eddington accretion rates (see Appendix) and should be considered. 

However, at such high accretion rates we find that the flow inflates

considerably (see "Results" section of this chapter) and our thin disk

analysis no longer holds. Equation (2.2) represents the balance

between the vertical component of the gravitational force

Fg=(GMpZr2)(IVr) and the pressure force Fp=P/h. Here we have

invoked the thin disk assumption h « r  to use the small angle 

approximation h/(r2+h2)1/2=h/r. The electron contributions to the 

pressure and density will be important in pair-dominated plasmas,

but remain small when pair densities are low. The equation of 

conservation of angular momentum remains unaltered from Shapiro, 

Lightman, and Eardley (1976), (shear stress)(area)r=(angular 

momentum transfer):
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CtvisP (2ra>2h) r = (GMr)1/2 M<D . (2.3)

Here M is the mass accretion rate; Ctyig the so-called "viscosity

parameter" satisfying the usual viscosity law: (shear stress)=a P
'  vis ’

with 0.01<avig<l (see Shakura and Sunyaev 1973 and Shapiro,

Lightman and Eardley 1976); and 0(r)=l-(6GM/c2/r)1/2, which reflects 

the absence of viscous stresses at the disk’s inner edge where matter 

leaves its quasi-Keplerian orbit and quickly falls toward the horizon 

(see the Appendix; Shapiro and Teukolsky 1983).

We use the expression of Stepney and Guilbert (1983) for the

collisional energy transfer rate from the hot ions to the cooler

electrons, which is considerably more accurate than the treatment in 

Shapiro, Lightman, and Eardley (1976),

lIp

3me
-=-----OeROrClnA-
2m P

k(T.-Te)

K2(IZee)K2(IZGi)

r z m + e . ) 2+ !
K 9.+9i i

+2Ko
^ G.+Oi IL ee+e. I  %  J I  G A  J (2.4)

where G ^ k T /rn p 2), G.=kT.Z(inc2), lnA-25, aT is the Thomson cross 

section, and K. is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of 

order i. This expression results from integrating the Rutherford

differential cross section for coulomb collisions over relativistic

MaxwelLBoltzmann distributions using relativistically correct two-body
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reaction rates formalism (see Weaver 1967). Taking the low- 

temperature limit l » 0 e» 0 .  (involving asymptotic expansions of the 

Ki(Z); see Abromowitz and Stegun 1965), the approximate form of

equation (2.4) used by the above-mentioned studies is recovered: 

V ( T 1-T)T-W

Ion energy balance is accomplished by matching ion cooling, 

equation (2.4), to viscous heating of the disk at all r:

%  = His ’ (2.5)

where shear stresses heat the disk at the rate (see Shapiro,

Lightman, and Eardley 1976)

u.s = 3/(87c)M(GM/r3)C>/h . (2.6)

In order to calculate pair production from photon-photon and 

photon-electron interactions the photon spectrum within the disk 

must be specified (the electron distribution will be addressed shortly). 

However, the radiation spectrum depends upon the particular electron 

cooling mechanisms at work. Facilitating comparison with the original 

pair-free disk model of Shapiro, Lightman, and Eardley (1976), we 

follow these authors and assume the existence of a copious source of 

soft photons (UV or softer) which are Compton upscattered 

(Comptonized) off the hot relativistic electrons and subsequently 

escape from the disk. This is the so-called "Comptonized soft- 

photon" model. This approach has a number of commendable features.
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First the form of the Comptonized spectmm depends very weakly, or 

not at all, upon the spectral shape, mean photon energy, and 

strength, of the soft source (Lightman and ZdziarSki 1987). This

eliminates a build-up of free parameters needed to specify the soft

source. Secondly extensive monte carlo and analytical work of others 

(Pozdnyakov, Sobol, and Sunyaev 1977 and 1979; Zdziarski 1985;

Sunyaev and Titarchuk 1980) has provided accurate, convenient,

analytic fits to Comptonized soft spectra in idealized geometries. 

Thirdly unsaturated Comptonization easily provides the UV-X-ray 

power-law characteristics of most Seyfert I spectra (see Appendix). 

Finally a soft UV source would be a natural consequence of any

cooler (IO4-5K) gas clouds in and around the hot (IO9-12K) disk we 

are considering. Alternative electron cooling mechanisms 

(bremsstrahlung and Comptonized bremsstrahlung) have been 

investigated by White and Lightman (1989).

The Comptonization process proceeds as follows. Soft photons of 

initial (dimensionless) energy x. are repeatedly upscattered by thermal 

electron of (dimensionless) temperature Oe until either they escape 

from the disk or reach energies of x~0e, after which the process 

saturates and further scatterings result in no net energy transfer 

between photon and electron populations. Saturation is marked by the 

development of thermal population of photons, the Wien spectral 

component.

Those photons not reaching thermal energies before escape will 

in general form a power-law distribution, as we now demonstrate. 

Photons far below the electron thermal energy (x .« 9 e) will undergo a
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mean energy amplification given by A=l+46e+166e2. This popular 

formula conveniently combines the nonrelativistic (0e« l )  result 

AiT11+4̂ e with that in the extreme relativistic (0e» l )  case 

A er= 1 6 0 e2 ^  a smooth manner. We let -Te be the optical depth to 

Thomson scattering (T=HeOrIt) and note e"Te is roughly the mean 

probability of escape per scattering. The mean probability that a 

photon anywhere within the system will scatter rather than directly 

escape is Psc=l-e Te. If the system is optically thin, t e<(a few), the 

probability of exactly k scatterings before escape P ^e 'A  can be 

approximated as simply P ^ . After k scatterings the photon energy 

has risen to x=x.Ak, producing a photon spectrum (for x<0e):

L(X)=L(Xi)Pk t. We can rewrite Pk t as follows:

A
)  k

z
X 1oSp scZ1oSa

V x i y
(2.7)

and obtain the power law I(x)=<x"(X with energy index

a -loSpsct
IogA

(2.8)

This useful result was first shown by Y.B. Zeldovich and numerically 

verified by Pozdnyakov, Sobol, and Sunyeav (1977) and many others.
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We can therefore safely treat the radiation field within the disk

as a superposition of a power law and a Wien component, following 

Zdziarski (1985):

n(x) = ^ N p (x /8 ,r (e ^ e ) /x  + (2.9)

where x=hv/(nvc ) is the dimensionless photon energy, a  is the 

energy index of the power-law portion of the spectrum, Nw is the

total density of Wien photons, and Np is related to the power-law 

photon density (Svensson 1984). Using numerical monte carlo

calculations, Zdziarski (1985) has found that equations (2.8) and (2.9) 

together are quite accurate if the relative strength of the two

spectral components is given by the fitting formula:

NwZNp= [r(a)/T(2a+3)]Psct , (2.10)

where F is the Euler gamma function.

The power-law index a  is fixed by observation in our models (a 

free parameter, in other words). Many Seyfert I spectra exhibit a=0.7 

in the X-ray region (Mushotzky 1984, and the Appendix) and we set

<x=0.7 for models presented in this chapter. Equation (2.8) is therefore 

a constraint between T and 0 .e e

We normalize the photon spectrum by equating, at each radius, 

radiative luminosity to viscous heating:

1Vis UradZEmax(Fre)IVc] , (2 . 11)
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where urad-(3/2)kTeNw + (l/2)r( I -a)kTeNp is the photon energy

density within the disk, obtained by integrating equation (2.9).

Pair equilibrium requires the balance of pair creation, annihilation, 

and inflow:

This is a convenient and quite accurate fit to the exact result. (The 

exact rate is obtained by integrating the annihilation cross section, 

given in Chapter 4, over a relativistic Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution 

of electrons and positrons). If pairs are advected inward with the 

flow of the ions, then the disk geometry casts pair inflow into the 

form:

O = Oh + ^ ann + . (2 . 12)

We take annihilation to proceed at the rate (see Svensson 1982):

-(3/32)gaGTc(ne-n.)(ne+n.) , (2.13)

with:

ga = [1+20^0(1.126^1.3)]^ . (2.14)

(2.15).

where:
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vacc M /[4rchr(n.mp+neme)] (2.16)

is the net inward velocity of accretion, obtained from examining mass 

conservation.

Pairs will be produced through photon-photon interactions 

y+Y->eV and photon-electron interactions Y+e->e+eV. AU other pair 

producing reactions (electron-electron, along with aU proton and

three-body reactions) are neglected (see Svensson 1984 and Liang 

1979). The division of the photon spectrum into two components, 

equation (2.9), requires five pair production rates to be found : 

interactions between (I) power-law photons, (2) power-law and Wien 

photons, (3) Wien photons, (4) power-law photons and electrons and 

(5) Wien photons and electrons:

The utility of the fit in equation (2.9) is presently seen by the fact 

that we may analytically reduce aU three photon-photon rates down 

to the same single integral over the cross section, and the two 

photon-electron rates down to a (different) single integral over the 

cross section.

We shaH first derive the Y+Y pair creation rate from the 

interaction between two isotropic populations:

(2.17)

H1(X1) = I n 1 (X1ZG1)-gcI e(-xi/6i) /X] (2.18)
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and:

Il2(X2) = ^N2 (X2Ze2)-ctZ = W 62)/X2 . (2.19)

The probability per unit time of absorption by population 2 photons 

for a photon from population I with energy X1 is

dt

Tc 00

OyyW C(l-C0S9)

O O

^sinGn2(X2) dx2d0 , (2 .20)

where 0 is the collision angle between X1 and X2, |sin0n2(x2)dx2d0 is 

the differential population 2 photon density, c(l-cos0) is the relative 

velocity of x2 along the direction of motion of X1, and a ^ s )  is the 

total pair production cross section, which is a function of the center- 

of-momentum (c.m.) frame energy y of either photon (see Gould and 

Schreder 1967):

Oyy(S) = T̂Cr02 ( I -P2) (3-p4)
X

1+p
I n -------- 2p(2-p2)

I-P

\

J
(2.21)

Here p=(l-y2)1/f2 is the c.m. velocity of either electron, S=Y2, 

Zs=X1X2(I-CosG ), and r0 is the classical electron radius. Switching 

integration variables from 0 to s yields:
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(It(X1)

dt

CO -X1X2,
d s ^ (2 .22)

Defining the inner integral as the dimensionless function Cp(X1X2) (see 

Gould and Sclireder 1967) and noting the total creation rate will be

the integral of equation (2.22) over (In1(X1), we have the symmetric 

form

" f  <P(X1X2)
~ % T  nI(xIHCx2)dxIdx2 • (2.23)

Inserting the spectral functions of equations (2.18) and (2.19) into 

equation (2.23), defining Sq=X1-X2 and switching variables from x2 to 

sQ we have

CTtrx

^  =  CTtr02
N1N2

V(So) s,
(~3-oc-) G1ctIG2a Z

C O
r

X

o

(-I-OC1-(X2) (̂-X1ZG1-S0Z(X1G2))
(2.24)

The X1 integral can be found in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1980) as 

#3.471.9. Inserting a factor 1Z(1+512) to avoid double counting in the
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case populations I and 2 are the same population, we arrive at

N N
(3/i6) CTxC - ■ 2 (e1e2)(0ti+<x2)/2

C O

X ds0 <p(s0) , -(6+a +a )/2 
'o 1 z

I

r 4sn

a 2-a i V 0I02 J
(2.25)

This result was found by Svensson (1984). Here Î pp is obtained

when (X1=Ct2=Ct, N1=N2=Np, G1=Q2=Qg and S12=I; ^ pw is obtained when 

a JL=a, ot2=-3, N1=Np, N2=Nw, Q1=Q2=Qg and S12=O; and ^ ww is 

obtained when Ct1=Ct2=-S , N1=N2=Nw, G1=Q2=Qg and S12=L An

accurate analytic fit to <p(s0) is found in Gould and Schreder (1967), 

after correcting a critical misprint. Equation (2.25) is integrated

numerically for various Qg and the results stored for tabular

interpolation.

We next calculate the pair production rate from interactions

between an isotropic Maxwell-Boltzmann electron (and positron)

distribution at temperature Q1

H1(P1) N1P12
0IK2(VG1)

(2.26)

and the isotropic photon distribution given by equations (18) or (19):
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D2(P2) = ^N2 (p2/e2)-“2 e W % 2 . (2.27)

Here P1 and p2 are the electron and photon momenta respectively. 

(We suppress factors of e and mec2 throughout, so that the

dimensionless energy-momentum relationships read x=p for photons 

and T2=P2+ !  for electrons.) We will first calculate the differential 

reaction rate dR (cm 3 sec'1) in a beam of electrons with density

Cln1 and energy y1=(l-P12)1/2 colliding with a photon beam of density 

dn2 and momentum p2, where the collision angle is 9. We temporarily 

switch to the electron rest frame (signified here by primed

quantities) where the physics is much simpler and calculate the

(Lorentz-invariant) rate

dR = dR' = dn'dn2 ca^p^) , (2.28)

where

Pa = P2Y1 (I-P1CosO) . (2.29)

is the rest-frame photon momentum. Here c is the relative velocity 

and Gye(P̂ s) is the total photon-electron pair creation cross section. 

Accurate analytic fits to G (p^ are calculated by Haug (1981) and 

presented by Stepney and Guilbert (1983). Invariance of the dot 

product of the four-vector currents J1=H1( I ^ 1V1) and j2=n2(l,v2) 

yields the density transformation:
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dllIdnZ “  dnJidn2 (!-P1Cose) = CJn1Cln2 P^Cp2Y1) , (2.30)

where the second equality follows from equation (2.29). We now 

substitute equation (2.30) into equation (2.28) and integrate over the 

(isotropic) distributions to obtain the total rate

C C

ni(Pi)n2(p2) P2
------- tyY6(P2) dP1dP2dU ,
P2T1

(2.31)

where u=cos0 and the factor of 1/2 removes a spurious factor of 2 

introduced by the u integration. We change variables from u in favor 

of p2via equation (2.29)

OO
C

dPo <X,(p^p;

OO

X dp2

O

H2(P2)

P22

OO

dP1

P imin

Ii1(P1)

A "

where:

_ min i P2 P2
P1 = 2

P2 P2

(2.32)

(2.33)

The lower limit to the p' integration represents the reaction
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threshold, which defines a minimum energy state in the c.m. frame. 

Threshold for this reaction occurs when all three electrons (incident 

plus created pair) are at rest in the c.m. frame after the interaction, 

giving a total c.m. energy of Ecm=3. Before the interaction this 

energy is carried by the incident photon xcm and the incident

electron, whose c.m. energy is determined by the requirement that 

the incident momenta of the photon and electron must be the same. 

That is,

3 = % + (x j+ 1 /* (2.34)

This expression gives the c.m. photon threshold energy xcm= The

Lorentz factor yrel of the relative velocity Prel between the c.m. and 

elctron rest frames is

Yrel = (1+Xcm>1/2 ’ (2.35)

which gives Yrel= ^ and Prel= We then Lorentz transform xcm back 

to the rest frame

= xCmYiel » +P«l) ■ (236)

and obtain the threshold value x = i  v (1+4)= 4.rest 3 3 '  5 '

The lower limit p ^ 1 to the P1 integration is found by 

examining equation (2.29) for the smallest value of P1C=Y1P1) for any 

choice of p2, p ' and cosO. If P1 is considered a function of the
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variables p ' /p2=a and cosG^u, it is immediately obvious that for any 

a d  the minimum for P1 occurs when u=+l, yielding p1min=(a-1-a)/2. 

For any a>l the minimum occurs when u=-l, yielding p1min=(a-a"1)/2. 

These two results are equivalent to p^™ given in equation (2.33).

Substituting the spectral shapes of H1Cp1) and n2(p2) from 

equations (2.26) and (2.27) into equation (2.32) gives

Op2 §N2<p2/e2)"“ 2 e(-P2/62Vp 3

C Or
X dPi NiPi2

Pt
min

g-(p12+ i)^ /e i

^ K 2(IZO1)Y12P1
(2.37)

The P1 integral is trivial (writing P1 and P1 as functions of Y1) and 

produces:

CN1N2O2̂

^K2(IZG1)

OO

dP2 Oye(P)P2

4
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C O

X
-[S2:1+ Cae1P^-1Ip2 -P ^ a e 1P2)

e (2.38)

The p2 integration is done with the help of integral #3.471.9 in 

Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1980), and we obtain the final result

(changing the dummy variable to x for ease of notation):

CN1N9
— ----- e2
ZK2(Ve1)

CO

dx Gjye(X)X 

4

z
X

I  (2eI/02)+(i/x)

\  -(2+a2)/2

x  K-2-a2
^ X I i

I 20, L o2 2x01 .

xl/2

(2.39)

where r̂ Pe results when N1=He, O1=O2=Oe, a 2=a, and N2=Np; and 

r̂ We results when N1=He, O1=O2=Oe, «2=-3, and N2=Nw- This result 

was found by Zdziarski (1985). Equation (2.39) is integrated

numerically for various Oe and the results stored for tabular

interpolation.

Equations (2,l)-(2.3), (2.5), (2.8), and (2.10)-(2.12) constitute the 

eight equations necessary for the solution of the eight variables 

describing the thermal disk at any radius r: ne, a ,  Te, Tp P, h, Np,

and Nw. Model parameters to be specified are: M, m s  M A lpdd,

ccvis, and ec. Here, M pddC2 is the Eddington luminosity. Results are

given in the "Results" section of this chapter.
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Model with Nonthemial Pair Production

We adopt the scheme (see, e.g. Lightman and Zdziarski 1987)

whereby some fraction e, of the power developed through viscous 

dissipation within the disk goes to the acceleration of some electrons 

to relativistic energies (y »  I). The y-rays produced as these

relativistic electrons quickly cool will produce pairs, which, in turn, 

cool and produce additional y-rays. Depending upon conditions,

several generations of pairs may be produced in a nonthermal pair 

cascade process. Detailed investigations into the efficiency of

producing pairs through this process have been carried out for the 

idealized case of uniform, spherical sources (see Lightman and

Zdziarski 1987, Svensson 1987, Done and Fabian 1989). These authors 

find that for a wide range of parameters, the "pair-yield," PY (that 

fraction of energy initially directed to nonthermal electron 

acceleration which ultimately appears as rest mass energy of pairs), is 

solely a function of the "electron compactness parameter," / :

c

PY =
x

2x10-%

0.1

3</ <50e

/>50e

(2.40)

where (see, e.g., Begelman, Sikora, and Rees 1987):

K ~ (Le/r)<y(mec3) ’ (2.41)

and Le is the total power given to electron acceleration in a source 

of size r. Detailed investigation (or any investigation) of pair
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cascades in the context of a two-temperature (or any) disk has not

yet been done. As a starting point then, we apply equations (2.40) 

and (2.41) to the disk, noting (see, e.g. Lightman, Zdziarski, and Rees 

1987) that this treatment would be appropriate in the case of

marginally thick disks (h/r < I) with high viscosity (a  . > 0.1).

Then:

L e =  e eL  = ee(l/12)Mc2 (2.42)

is the power going to nonthermal electron acceleration throughout

the disk. Here we have integrated equation (2.6) to obtain L = (1/12) 
2

M e ,  the total viscous dissipation of the disk (see Shapiro,

Lightman, and Eardley 1976). The pair production rate is now

!I"1" =  P Y  Ee “v i s / ( 2 m ec2) " (2 .4 3 )

We retain the annihilation and inflow terms from the thermal model, 

as well as equations (2.1)-(2.3). The passage of energy through a 

nonthermal channel we reflect in a modified ion energy balance 

equation, which replaces equation (2.5):

Uep =  ( K )  "vis • (2 .4 4 )

We no longer require detailed specification of the photon spectrum, 

so we replace equation (2.8) by the condition of unsaturated

Comptonization:
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y = 49e (46e+l) m ax(Te, t e2) = I . (2.45)

Equations (2.1)-(2.3), (2.12) [with pair creation given by (2.43),

annihilation by (2.13), and inflow by (2.15)], (2.44), and (2.45) are 

solved for the now six variables n_, n., Te, T., P, and h. The list of 

parameters to be specified is M, in , a vis, and Ee. Results are 

presented in the "Results" section of this chapter.

Two-Temperature Ouasi-Spherical Flow

Model with Nonthermal Pair Production

We next investigate pair-induced over-cooling of quasi-spherical 

two-temperature flows, extending the treatment of Begelman, Sikora, 

and Rees (1987). Here we approximate the inflow as spherical, but

adjust the accretion velocity to some fraction p  of its freefall value 

to accommodate in a simple manner any angular momentum of the 

flow. Mass conservation then gives:

n. = M /  (mpvacc47tr2) , (2.46)

where

vacc = |l (2GM/r)1/2 ; 0<|1<1 . (2.47)

Begelman, Sikora, and Rees (1987) define a critical radius, Tcrft, 

interior to which, Coulomb energy loss from ions to electrons
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overwhelms ion heating:
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ep = Ugr at r C r i t  ’ (2.48)

where up is given by equation (2.4) and Ugr=GMM/(47tr4) is the rate 

of gravitational energy dissipation at r. We set the ion temperature 

to remain near its virial value (T .»T e) outside the stongly cooled 

region:

(3/2)kT. = Eth(GMmpZr) , £th<l . (2.49)

Adopting a nonthermal scheme similar to that used with the disk 

flow, we divert a fraction Ee of u r to accelerate a small nonthermal 

population of electrons, and write pair production as

^cre =PYEUgrZ^meC2) ,  (2.50)

where equation (2.40) gives PY, equation (2.41) gives and now the 

total power given to electron acceleration is:

L e =  eeL  = Ee(IZb)Mc2 . (2.51)

Here we have assumed radiation is produced down to at least 

r=6GMZc2. Integrating gravitational potential energy dissipation down 

to this radius gives the total luminosity L=(IZb)M c2. We approximate 

pair inflow:
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7  ^ (2.52)

by

1Iinf = n+Vaa/r • (2.53)

Electron cooling will be unsaturated Comptonization: y=l [equation

(2.45)]. We solve equations (2.46), (2.48), (2.49), (2.12) [with pair 

creation given by (2.50), inflow by (2.53), and annihilation by (2.13)], 

and (2.45) [with T^neCrjX defining the electron scattering optical

depth for spherical geometry] for r ^ ,  T frcd,), T frcd,), n/r^.,), 

311(1 ne(rcrit)- Model parameters are M, in , |i, Eth, and ee. Results

are presented in the "Results" section of this chapter.

Model with Thermal Pair Production

In our final model we examine the effect of thermal pair 

production on the two-temperature, quasi-spherical flow. Pair

creation is accomplished through the same physical processes assumed 

in the thermal disk model. Again, a Comptonized photon spectrum is 

given by equation (2.9). The seven flow variables at the critical 

radius Ircdt, % „ , ) ,  % , , ) ,  n.frcd,), Ufrcd,), Npfrcd,), and

Nw(rcritM 316 found by solving equations (2.46), (2.48), (2.49), (2.8) 

& (2.10) [both with T=OeOrT], (2.12) [with pair creation given by

(2.17), annihilation by (2.13), and inflow by (2.53)], and (2.54):
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Ugr =  u rad '  [max(l,Te)r/c] . (2.54)

Model parameters are M, in , a , (I, and e^. Results are presented in 

the following section.

Results

Two-Temoerature Disk

A computer code was developed to obtain the following solutions 

to the two-temperature disk. The code is sufficiently general to be 

used for both the thermal and nonthermal disk models.

Model with Thermal Pair Production. The pair inflow term given

by equation (2.15) renders pair equilibrium, equation (2.12), a first 

order differential equation in the variable r. Thus solutions to the

disk models detailed in the proceeding sections are obtained by 

numerically integrating equation (2.12) in from some large radius to 

near the inner edge of the disk: n =6GM/c2=3rg. At each step along

the integration the model equations are solved simultaneously

(numerically) for the various disk variables. The boundary value we 

supply to the differential equation at the starting point is the value 

of the accretion pair flux: hrvaccn+. The starting radius is always 

chosen large enough so that setting hrvaccn+ either to zero or to 

its static value (neglecting the pair inflow term) would introduce 

acceptably small errors (<10%) in pair density at all subsequent 

points along the integration. All integrations terminate at r = 3.5rg.

(The disk model breaks down as Tjjn is approached.)
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Figures I and 2 present solutions to the thermal disk for two 

reasonable values of the viscosity, Oris=O.I and 0.5, and for a wide 

range of m . The power-law index of the photon spectrum is set to 

0=0.7 for all thermal model runs that we consider in this paper, 

consistent with observations of a majority of Seyferts (see, e.g.

Mushotzky 1984). The black hole mass is set at IO7Mgol throughout. 

Lines of constant pair abundance z=2n+/n. are shown in the figures 

as solid lines, and lines of constant h*=h/r are drawn dashed. The 

thin disk criterion (h * « l)  is strictly met only far to the left of the

h*=l line, though results should be accurate to within a factor of 

about 2 in the neighborhood of this line (see Shapiro, Lightman, and 

Eardley 1976). We find pair densities in the thermal disk remain well 

below ion densities, with z d  for all reasonable parameter choices. We

also find z generally to increase with decreasing r and increasing m . 

Exceptions are the dropoff in z very near the disk’s inner edge [due

to the zero-stress boundary condition produced by 0  in equations 

(2.3) and (2.6)], and a turnover seen for l>ccvis>0.5 in the h*>l region 

(see, e.g., Figure 2). Here increasing m causes the electron scattering 

optical depth to rise sufficiently to force equation (2.8) to lower the 

electron temperature. Thermal pair production rates, which are 

extremely sensitive to the electron temperature, fall, suppressing pair 

production. We find the presence of pairs to inflate the disk: h/r 

increases at constant r/r^. However, the low pair abundances in the 

thermal disk keep this inflation negligibly small (the lines of constant 

h/r in Figures I and 2 would not be altered were there no pairs 

present).



- Therm al Disk

r h
Fig. I. Pair abundance, z=2n+/n , and disk half-thickness h,=h/r, in the thermal 

disk for a  =0.1, as a function or radial position r/r and dimensionless accretion 
rate m =M /M  Solid curves indicate lines of constant z; dashed curves are 
lines of constant h*. The thin disk assumption, h<r, is valid to the left of the h.=l 
line. Here r =2GM/c2, and X̂ ddC2 is the Eddington luminosity.
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Thermal pair production has little effect upon disk temperatures.

Figure 3 shows ion and electron temperatures in the thermal disk 

with ocvis=0.1 for several accretion rates. Ion temperatures are quite 

high (Ti=IO1012K), while electrons are much cooler, with Te=I-SxlO9 

(0e=0.3). Turning off pair production (setting ^ cre=O) produces no

change in the figure (compare Figure 9), though indeed a slight rise 

in the ion temperature and drop in the electron temperature for a 

given m and r/rg always accompanies the inclusion of pairs in the 

model. Thermal pair production has a slightly greater effect on the 

scattering optical depth of the disk than on temperature. Figure 4 

shows the electron (solid line) and ion (dashed) optical depths for the

thermal disk for the same parameters as Figure 3. The dotted lines of 

Figure 4 indicate Te(=x.) with no pairs. The effect of pairs is to 

lower t. from its pair-free value, and to raise t (see also Figure 

10).

Similar results were obtained when varying the power-law slope 

over the range 0.3<ct<0.8, which covers essentially all Seyferts and 

radio-quiet quasars (e.g. see Lightman and Zdziarski 1987 and the

Appendix).

Recently other authors have investigated the effects of thennal 

pair production on optically thin accretion disks. White and Lightman 

(1989) investigated the disk in both the one-temperature and two- 

temperature versions, including as electron cooling mechanisms: pure 

bremsstrahlung, Comptonized bremsstrahlung, and Comptonized

external soft photons. Their results verified ours in the external soft 

source model. They found, however, that the bremsstrahlung models



Fig. 3. Radial distribution of electron temperature T (solid lines) and ion 
temperature (dashed lines) in the Ctyis=O. I thermal disk. Temperatures are shown for 
accretion rates m=0.5, I, and 2.



with p a irs - 
Te no pairs

T herm al Disk  
CZvisz O-I

Fig. 4. Radial distribution of electron scattering optical depth, t e=n CT.J1 (solid
lines), and ion optical depth, T.=n.CT̂ h (dashed lines), in the Ctvis=O-Ie tliennal disk
for m =0.5, I , and 2. Pair production produces the splitting of viT and T. seen at
small radii. The dotted lines show the T_(=t.) line in the case of no pairs (pair
production ignored).
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exhibited a critical accretion rate above which pair runaway is 

predicted in the innermost regions of the disk. Below the critical 

rate, high and low pair abundance states are both possible. Kusunose

and Takahara (1988) investigated the two-temperature disk, including 

pure bremsstrahlung and Comptonized cyclotron higher harmonics. 

They found a critical accretion rate and high and low pair states in

aggrement with White and Lightman (1989).

Model— with__Nonthermal Pair Production. Figures 5-8 present

solutions to the nonthermal disk model for various choices of a
vis

and £,. For a wide range of the viscosity, pairs can dominate ions if 

nonthermal processes receive more than about 1/3 of the power 

generated through viscous dissipation, i.e., e,>0.3. When a majority of

the lmriinosity is funneled through the nonthermal channel, z can

reach a maximum value of 5-10 (see Figure 8). We find z to increase 

with both increasing £e and increasing CXvig for a given rrand r/rg.

Figures 5-8 indicate that pair abundance varies with accretion 

rate as z°crft2 for low z regions (small m and large r/rg). Earlier

studies of nonthermal pair creation in spherically accreting systems

(i.e., Lightman and Zdziarski 1987) exhibit the weaker dependence 

zodti1. The author was the first to obtain, and explain, this important 

difference between disk and spherical flows. The difference arises 

from the competition between annihilation and inflow in pair balance 

in the small m region. Inflow dominates for spherical models, but the 

disk model reverses the situation and annihilation dominates, giving 

rise to the differing forms of z(n). To show this, we first examine



Nonthermol Disk
a ViszO*
€  = 0.1

h/r=0.5

Fig. 5. Pair abundance z and disk half-thickness h* in the nonthermal disk as a
function of radial position and accretion rate. Lines of constant z are solid; lines of
constant h. are dashed. Here a v s=0.1 and £ =0.1.



Nonthermal Disk 
Qtvil = 0.3 
€„ = 0.3

/h /r= 2  -

m

Fig. 6. Pair abundance z and disk half-thickness h* in the nonthermal disk as a
function of radial position and accretion rate. Lines of constant z are solid; lines of
constant h. are dashed. Here a  . =0.3 and e =0.3.* vis e
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Fig. 7. Pair abundance z and disk half-thickness h. in the nonthermal disk as a
function of radial position and accretion rate. Lines of constant z are solid; lines of
constant h* are dashed. Here a vig=0.5 and Ee=0.3.



Nonthermal Disk 
Qtvi, = 0.7

Fig. 8. Pair abundance z and disk half-thickness h, in the nonthermal disk as a
function of radial position and accretion rate. Lines of constant z are solid; lines of
constant h, are dashed. Here Otyia=O.? and 6e=0.7.
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the ratio of pair inflow [equation (2.15) for the disk, equation (2.52) 

for spherical flow] to annihilation [equation (2.13) for any flow]. For 

n+/n .« l  we have

I^mf 47tmpr(r or h)v^

^ ann (3/8)aTcrM (2.55)

in which we find the only difference between the disk and spherical 

geometries is the choice of variables in the parentheses: r for

spherical flow and h for the disk. We hold functions of r constant

and collect m dependence. The spherical flow accretion velocity given 

by equation (2.47) is a constant fraction of free-fall velocity, and has 

no m dependence. Thus for spherical flows we have 

(V nfyV nn)sphocii^  which indicates pair inflow dominates 

annihilation at sufficiently small accretion rates. The disk accretion 

velocity is obtained from mass conservation [equation (2.16)]: 

vBccocin Ajyfr)- For small z the pair-free analytic solutions of

Shapiro, Lightman, and Eardley (1976) will be useful. These show 

n.ocin1/4 an d  h°=itf5/12. T h u s  v aqc°citf 10/12 and

(1V yV  )disk00i^  ̂ for the disk, which indicates annihilation 

dominates pair inflow at small accretion rates. We can now use the

appropriate form of pair balance to obtain z. For spherical flow, 

balancing creation [equation (2.50) with /e<50] with inflow [equation 

(2.52)] gives ZocIh1. For the disk, balancing creation [equation (2.43) 

with /e<50] with inflow gives zc<ih2. In fact, insertion of the 

constants and functions of r into the nonthermal disk pair balance,
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and using the pair free analytic results of Shapiro, Lightman, and

Eardley (1976) yields the estimate for the nonthermal disk:

z = 4. IxlO3 Ee2 m25/12 a v.s-11/12 O13zi2 (r/rg)-21/8 , (2.56)

which is in good agreement with our numerical results at small m

Substantial pair production can greatly affect disk thickness. We 

find, as in the thermal disk, that pairs inflate the disk: h/r

increases at constant r/rg, although here the effect can be quite 

large. This inflation is seen as a shift to smaller in (to the left) of 

the h/r=constant lines in those portions of the m -r/rg plane in

which pairs are numerous (compare, e.g., Figure 2 with Figure I). As

a corollary we note that significant pair production lowers the upper 

limit to the range of m for which the disk remains thin (h/r < I).

Figure 9 shows the effect of copious nonthermal pair production on

the ion and electron temperatures for a vis=0.7, ee=0.7, and in =0.5. 

Solid lines indicate the case with pairs present, dashed lines with no 

pairs (i^ set to zero). As in the thermal model, pairs elevate ion 

temperatures and depress electron temperatures, although here the

effect can be considerably more pronounced. Similarly, Figure 10 

presents the depression and elevation of x. and xe, respectively, due

to pairs for the same model parameters as Figure 9. The figure 

shows that even for a pair dominated inner region, where 

the ion density has been reduced to such a degree that the electron 

optical depth remains below one. For e,<0.1 pairs fail to dominate 

ions and results closely agree with those in the thermal flow.



-----with pairs :
—  no pairs

_ Nonthermal Disk
-  a vis = 0 ?

Ce = 0.7
-  m = 0.5

■ i i i i

x
r ,

Fig. 9. Radial distribution of electron temperature Te and ion temperature T in
the nonthermal disk of Fig. 8, for the accretion rate ®m =0.5. The dashed lines
indicate the pair-free case.



Te with
Ti pairs -
Te = Ti no pairs'

Nonthermal Disk 
Ovis = O.?
€ =0.7

r g
Fig. 10. Radial distribution of electron optical depth (solid line) and ion optical

depth (dashed line), for the nonthermal disk of Fig. 9. The pair-free case is shown
dotted.
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The effect that pair inflow can have in lowering equilibrium pair 

densities is seen in Figure 11, where the radial profile of pair 

abundance z for the same parameters as Figures 9 and 10 is shown 

by the solid line. The dashed line indicates the static solution, in 

which the inflow term of pair equilibrium [equation (2.12)] has been 

neglected. Pair advection has lowered z by a factor > 10 in the inner, 

pair-dominated region, underscoring the importance of including

inflow as well as annihilation in pair-dominated flows.

Two-Temperature Ouasi-Spherical Flow

To solve our models of quasi-spherical, two-temperature flows

we conduct a numerical search for the radius, , at which

uCp=Ugr' subject to the values of ne, n., Te, T. (and Np & Nw for
the thermal model) that we obtain by simultaneously solving the

specified set of flow equations at that radius. A computer code was 

developed to obtain the following solutions to the two-temperature, 

quasi-spherical flow. The code may be used for both the thermal and 

nonthermal models.

Figure 12 shows the variation of Xcxit over a large range of m 

for the nonthermal model with eth=0.4; e=0, 0.1, 0.3, and 1.0; and 

(1=0.3. Figure 13 presents the case [1=0.7. On these figures, for a given 

m , the radii above the r ^ .  line constitute the inflated, two-

temperature domain (T .»T e, Up Cugr) ,  supported by ion pressure. The 

onset of over-cooling of ions is presumed to happen in the

neighborhood of r,rit, where ion cooling by electrons just balances 

gravitational energy release. The dashed lines in Figures 12 and 13



-----  with inflow
—  static

Nonthermal Disk 
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€, = 0.7 
m = 0.5

r

Fig. 11. Radial distribution of pair abundance in the nonthermal 
and 10. The dashed line indicates the static solution, found by 
inflow.

IO2

disk of Figs. 9 
neglecting pair



-----with pairs
—  no pairs

Fig. 12. Critical lines for the nonthermal, quasi-spherical flow, with p=0.3, and
Cth=OA Two-temperature flow exists above the critical line, while over-cooling of
ions occurs under the line. The dashed line shows the e =0 (no pairs) case, and the
solid lines show the Ee=O.I, 0.3, and 1.0 cases.
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Quasi-spherical 
f t = 0.7 
eth = 0.4

—  with pairs
—  no pairs

J___I__lI

Fig. 13. Critical lines for the nonthermal, quasi-spherical flow, with g=0.7, and
£^=0.4. Two-temperature flow exists above the critical line, while over-cooling of
ions occurs under the line. The dashed line shows the £ =0 (no pairs) case, and the
solid lines show the Ec=O. 1, 0.3, and 1.0 cases.
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indicate the location of the critical radius with no pairs present 

(ee=0). We find that for a given in , pairs will greatly enlarge the 

size of rcrit as nonthennal pair production is turned up (increasing

£e). For constant Ee, rcijt grows with increasing m . The pair

densities we find at the critical radius are shown in Figure 14 for

the same parameters as in Figure 12. Note that z>l for Ee>0.1 at

small critical radii. We find that nonthermal pair production in the 

quasi-spherical geometry, just as in the case of the disk, is

sufficiently copious to allow pairs to overwhelm ions for wide ranges 

of parameters.

Thermal pair production in the quasi-spherical flow for any 

reasonable choice of parameters, has little effect upon r ^ .  We find 

that z always remains < 1  at Tcrif The dashed line of Figure 14

shows z due to thermal pair production at various critical radii for

typical |X and Eth.

We find that our treatment of nonthermal pair production 

produces considerably smaller pair abundances than Begelman, Sikora,

and Rees (1987) found in their study. The latter treatment therefore

overestimated the size of the over-cooled region, and thus the size 

of the critical radius, as shown in Figure 15. For 10% of the 

dissipated gravitational energy going through the nonthermal channel, 

we show critical radii found by Begelman, Sikora, and Rees (1987) as 

the dotted line, the critical radii we found as the solid line, and the 

pair-free reference case as the dashed line.
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Fig. 14. Pair abundances on the critical line in the nonthermal, quasi-spherical
flows of Fig. 12 (solid lines) and in the thermal, quasi-spherical flow (dashed line).
Here E2=Ce-
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€,„ = 0.4
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Fig. 15. Comparison of critical lines for nonthermal, quasi-spherical flow using 
differing pair production formulae. The solid line (I) shows our model with £=0.1, 
p=0.3, and eth=0.4. The dotted line (2) represents the substitution of the nonthermal 
pair production expression used by Begelman, Sikora, and Rees (1987) (their equation 
[11] with E =0.1) for our equation (26). The dashed line is the £ =0 (pair-free) 
model. 7 e



CHAPTER 3

PAIR CASCADE SHOWER ATMOSPHERE

Chapter 2 addressed the issue of pair production within a specific

class of accretion flows. Once the pair-altered flow structure is 

determined, the radiation spectrum emitted from the flow can always

in principle be determined. The battle is only partially won however, 

for the question immediately arises: Is what leaves the accretion flow 

surface the same as what we see through our telescopes and

detectors? Any intervening matter or radiation between the primary 

source and the observer may reprocess the primary spectrum. The

composition, spatial distribution, and energy distribution of this

background atmosphere must be known in order to calculate the

nature and extent of this reprocessing. One then encounters the

following difficulty: the atmosphere, which modifies the escaping

spectrum, is itself modified by that same spectrum. This requires a 

self-consistent solution of both the modified primary spectrum and

the atmosphere. Much work to date (see references in Chapter I and 

the Appendix) has sidestepped this issue to some degree and 

arbitrarily put a scattering atmosphere into place (within appropriate 

theoretical and observational constraints), and then calculated the 

reprocessed radiation spectrum, approaches suffering from what might
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be called the "fiat atmosphaera" (or, "let there be an atmosphere") 

syndrome.

When an accretion flow emits "/-radiation, a pair cascade may be 

initiated in the space surrounding the flow, and a pair cascade

atmosphere will result. This chapter details the scheme by which the 

author obtained the first, detailed, numerical, self-consistent 

calculations of the steady-state pair cascade atmosphere and

concurrent spectral reprocessing which occur when accretion flows 

radiate a portion of their luminosity as gamma-rays. We restrict our

attention in this chapter to a specific type of atmosphere, the "pair 

cascade shower," in which the scattering of radiation back down

towards the accretion flow is neglected. This and some other

simplifying assumptions are relaxed in Chapter 4, where the general 

pair cascade atmosphere is presented.

The Accretion Flow as a Photon Source

Geometry

To construct a cascade shower atmosphere model, we must first 

specify the shape of the emission surface (the accretion flow

surface) from which the primary spectrum emerges. As we have seen 

in Chapter 2 and the Appendix, predicting accretion flow geometry in 

AGNs can be an extremely model-dependent question. However, the 

range of plausible geometries can be thought to lie roughly along a 

one-parameter family of shapes ranging from spherical to flat disk,

with toroidal, inflated disk, etc. lying somewhere in between. From a 

practical standpoint, we shall consider the two extreme members of
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this family, which are the simplest to encode for numerical

calculation: (I) the uniform, infinite plane and (2) the u n ifo rm

spherical surface of radius r . These geometries are shown in Figure

16. Here it is important to note that the infinite plane is limited in 

practical astrophysical application on three counts. First, 

observational and theoretical evidence of uniform infinite structures

in the universe is sparse. Secondly, the atmospheres we obtain in 

this geometry are unphysical in that they are unbounded vertically

(see "Results" section for details). Thirdly, very near the surface of a 

radiating disk of finite lateral extent (h « R , where h is the height

above the surface, and R is a typical lateral dimension of the disk), 

where infinite planar analysis would indeed be appropriate, equally 

appropriate would be the spherical model with height h above the 

emission surface much less than the emission radius i . Also, at

increasingly large heights h above the finite disk, the disk

increasingly resembles a point source, and the spherical model with

h » r e is again useful. Thus the uniform sphere can of course exactly

describe spherical accretion flows, but can also adequately describe 

finite accretion disks. The infinite plane, however, is still worth

studying both for the sake of completeness, and more importantly, 

because it will provide invaluable insight to results from the spherical

case (see "Results" section).

Spectrum

Once the emission surface has been set to either planar or

spherical, the primary emission spectrum must then be specified. Our

63
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Emission Geometries

h = r -rp r i m a r y  rad ia t ion  
s o u r c e

W X X W X W

In fin ite  Planar  
E m ission Em ission

Fig. 16. Idealized accretion flow geometries investigated in this
chapter, and relevant coordinate systems. Primary emission from the
accretion flows shown dashed.
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code will accept any input spectral shape, as long as dimensionless 

photon energies x=hv/mec2 remain within certain bounds: 10"8<x<104

for the models we present. For user convenience the code will

automatically construct spectra in the form of Planckian, power-law, 

or delta function distributions, or any combinations thereof.

We draw upon both observational evidence and theoretical

speculation to construct astrophysically plausible primary emission

spectra from accretion flows. Referring to the typical quasar spectra 

shown in the Appendix, we see a prominent feature in the UV-X-ray 

region which rises above an extrapolated power law. This feature is 

common to a wide class of radio-quiet quasars and luminous Seyfert 

galaxies, and is insightfully known as the "UV bump." The origin of

the UV bump is actively debated but a possibility is that this UV

emission is the peak of a blackbody spectrum from cool (T=IO4-5K)

gas, existing either as cool clouds within hotter (two-temperature)

plasma, or as an optically thick, geometrically thin accretion disk. 

This is quite plausible because: (I) solutions to optically thick, 

geometrically thin accretion disks around black holes with masses

relevant to radio-quiet quasars and Seyfert Vs (M=IO7-8Mgol) exhibit

temperatures consistent with the location of the UV bump (Malkan 

1983), and (2) we have found (see Chapter 2) a broad class of

accretion flows that are unstable to collapse to a thin disk state

radiating the observed UV feature. The models we present will

therefore include as a "soft" component of the primary (input)

spectrum, Fgoft(X) (energy per unit area per unit time per unit x

emitted from the surface), which we take to be a Plankian
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distribution at some temperature or a monochromatic source at

the blackbody peak x=2. S k T ^ ^ A m ^ ).

For pair production to occur, a sufficiently strong flux of hard 

(x>l) photons must be present. As disscussed in Chapter 2, it would 

be difficult to envision this not to be the case, but it is equally

difficult to make specific quantitative predictions. We therefore model 

this "hard" component, Fhard(x), quite generally as either a power

law (specifying the energy index a , and the upper and lower limits 

Xmax 311(1 Xmin respectively) or a monochromatic source (at some

Xhard)- The relative strength of the two components is specified by 

fhard» the fraction of the total radiative flux going to the hard

component

d* Fhard(X)

hard

^  EF hard(X) + F soft(X)J

(3.1)

The total flux can be parametrized by an effective temperature Teff:

d* [Fhard<X)+Fsoft(X)] (3.2)

Specifying the shape of nsoft(x) and nhard(x), along with specifying 

Ihard and Teff, completely determines the primary (input) spectrum.
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Spatially Distributed Photon and Electron-Acceleration Sources

Gravitational energy dissipation within the accretion flow may be 

injected into an atmosphere not only by direct radiative emission 

from the surface of the flow, but may also be transported by such 

processes as magnetic flares well out into the atmosphere, and there

dissipated into radiation or into the acceleration of high energy

particles (electrons). Although similar magneto-coronal processes are

probably at work just next door in the solar corona, they are not 

well understood, and accurate detailed models are not yet available.

We therefore represent any dissipation of this kind by photon and

electron injection functions: IiijCx,h) and N.(y,h). These give the

number of injected photons (or electrons) per unit volume per unit

dimensionless energy x (or y) per unit volume per unit time at height

h above the accretion flow surface. Particle injection is to be

considered as the acceleration of particles already present, and not 

the creation of new ones. Electrons and positrons are assumed to be 

accelerated in equal numbers, maintaining charge neutrality.

The Shower Approximations

We make the important "shower" approximation to the

atmosphere: all radiation is assumed to propagate outward from the

accretion flow surface (that is, photon propagation velocities will 

always have a positive z-component in the planar geometry, and a 

positive r-component in the spherical case); reflection or scattering

back towards the flow is neglected. The rationale is twofold. First, 

on purely pragmatic grounds, a shower atmosphere yields tremendous
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savings in numerical computational time over more general

atmospheres in which radiation is free to travel in any direction, as 

is the case in Chapter 4. In the shower atmosphere, conditions at any 

height h above the flow cannot be influenced by conditions above h. 

This allows a single integration of the appropriate kinetic equations, 

from the flow surface upward, to produce a solution to the

atmosphere. In the general atmosphere, all heights h may influence all 

others, and solutions to the atmosphere must be obtained through 

time-consuming iterative methods. The second, more fundamental

point in the defense of the shower approximation is that physical

conditions in the atmosphere are such that the approximation should 

indeed be roughly obeyed. Since the primary emission from the flow 

surface is by definition directed away from the source, the r e m a i n i n g  

requirements for a shower are that any spatially distributed volume 

sources (magneto-coronal, etc.) emit preferentially outwards (which is 

certainly plausible, and weakly supported by solar flare observations) 

and that the atmosphere not become very optically thick, so that

photons will on average scatter no more than a few times on then- 

transit through the atmosphere and thereby have little opportunity to 

be back-scattered. In fact, for most of the astrophysically plausible 

models we run in this chapter (see "Results" section), the scattering 

optical depth in pairs remains much less than unity and always 

remains < a few. The shower approximation is shown schematically in 

Figure 17.

The shower assumption approximately allows for a simple, 

extremely crude, treatment of radiative transfer in which radiation
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Beaming in Cascade Showers

a=opening an g le

\ \ \ x \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \

Fig. 17. Graphical representation of criteria for shower
atmosphere. All radiation and particle velocities (dashed lines) at any
point in the atmosphere are directed within outward-pointing solid 
angle cones of opening angle a. The most general showers allow 
a=n/2; beamed showers are defined as a<7t/2.
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proceeds in the +z-direction for planar emission and in the +r- 

direction for spherical emission (see Figure 16). The approximate 

photon continuity equations, which describe how steady-state photon 

densities at energy x and height h change with height, then take the 

simple forms:

dn(x,z) nct(x,z) h.(x,z)
-------------- = ----------------- +  — ------------

dz c c
planar (3.3)

dn(x,r) nct(x,r) h^.(x,r)
-----------  —  — + 1

dr c c

2n(x,r)

r
spherical (3.4)

Here hct(x,z-or-r) is the net photon reaction rate from the result 

of the various two-body reactions we consider: photon-electron

scattering, photon-photon pair creation, and pair annihilation (see the 

following section). The additional term in equation (3.4) is the inverse 

square law dilution as radiation spreads radially outward: n=l/r2 —> 

(dn)/(dr)=-2n/r.

In a second fundamental simplifying assumption, we shall employ 

angle-averaged cross sections and reaction rates corresponding to 

isotropic photon and electron distributions. The rationale is again

twofold. First, on pragmatic grounds, the assumption of isotropy 

affords tremendous savings in both the ease of analysis and in 

numerical computational considerations. This treatment serves as a 

convenient starting point whence we proceed to Chapter 4, in which 

this assumption is relaxed and exact reaction rates are calculated for
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arbitrarily anisotropic distributions. Second, isotropic reaction rates 

do not differ drastically from rates corresponding to distributions

likely to be found in the shower atmosphere. To verify this claim,

and to provide an estimate of the error caused . by the use of 

isotropic rates, we calculated the exact photon-electron scattering

rate R(0) (cm'3 sec'1) for various typical energy distributions of

photons, H1(X), and electrons, N2(y), for photon and particle velocity

directions uniformly distributed within a solid angle cone of half

angle 0. Complete 4k  steradian isotropy is given by 0=tu and narrow 

beaming for 0=0. The specific densities O1(X) and N2(Y) are

normalized to set the total photon and electron density each to one. 

We have

OO
/• 0 2 k CO 6 2 k

R(O) = d x d O , d(p i dY d 0 2 d(p2

x n JL( x )  N2(Y) SinO 1 SinO2 c(l-pcos012) <JKN(x rest) , (3.5)

where P=(I-I)Y2)172, cos012=sin01sin02cos(<p2-<p1)+cosO1cos02 is the 

cosine of the collision angle between an interacting photon and 

electron, Xres=XY(I-PcosO12) is the photon energy in the electron 

rest frame and Okn is the total Klein-Nishina cross section. The 

integration is easily done numerically (and one (p-integration may be 

dispenced with due to azimuthal symmetry). Defining |i(0)=R(0)/R(7t) 

to be the factor by which the scattering rate is reduced from its
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isotropic value, and inserting typical spectra from our runs (see

"Results" section), we find that even for very narrow showers, with 

6=20°, we obtain /1=0.3 to 0.4 depending upon the spectra. That is, 

even for narrowly beamed showers, the assumption of isotropy yields 

rates that are a factor of only 2 or 3 too large. This is wholly 

acceptable in the game of AGN research. What is more, in reality the 

shower is probably nearly semi-isotfopic (in the upward half-space),

so that 6=90°. This gives p=1.5, which is of course quite acceptable.

Although our models are of course independent of any particular 

beaming angles, we note that for truly self-consistent treatment,

beaming angles of intermediate values around 30-40° are required so 

that isotropy introduces small errors, but at the same time radiative 

transfer remains principally in the z- or r-direction.

The Pair Cascade

To accurately describe the pair cascade in a most computationally 

economical manner we use an approximate treatment similar to that 

used by Lightman and Zdziarski (1987) and Fabian et al. 1986 in their 

studies of uniform spherical volume sources. Most of the simplifying

approximations used in the treatment of the cascade in this chapter 

will be relaxed in Chapter 4. We have improved upon certain of their 

features, and modified the entire approach for use in the context of

an atmosphere rather than in a unifonn, fixed-volume spherical

source. We review this "standard" approximate approach to the

cascade because: (I) there is a remarkably wide range of choices in 

how to simply approximate the various features of a cascade; (2) the
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cascade is, of course, of central importance to the atmosphere we 

construct, so the specific details of all approximations used in this 

model will be important in both understanding the solutions we obtain 

and, as Svensson (1987) notes, in making comparisons with other 

work; and (3) the degree to which the present model differs from the 

more accurately treated general cascade atmosphere of Chapter 4 can 

only be understood if the specific details of both are spelled out, as 

we now proceed to do for the case at hand. In this section we drop 

the positional z- and r-dependences for notational clarity, and write

only energy dependences.

Photon-photon pair production absorbs photons at the rate (cm"3

sec'1 per unit x)

habs(Xl) 0 .2 o t c n (x x)

ri0/xi
d x 2 n (x 2) . 

2 /x 1

(3.6)

Here we have approximated the photon-photon pair production cross

section as a rectangular function, equal to zero unless the product of 

incident photon energies X1X2 lies between 2 and 10, in which case

the cross section is 0.2<j t . The lower limit reflects the cross section 

decrease near threshold (the threshold for head-on collisions is

X1X2= I ) ,  while the upper limit approximates the Klein-Nishina-Iike

decline at high energies. Equation (3.6) leads to pairs being produced

at the differential rate:
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^,(Y) 2(0.2)aTc dx1n(x1)

V2

Inin(Xv IOZx1) 

dx2n(x2) 5[7-(x1+x2)/2j 

2/x1

(3.7)

The leading factor of 2 yields two particles for every pair production 

event. The limits of integration prevent double counting. The delta 

function indicates we assume the electron and positron share the

available energy equally. The newly-formed pairs quickly cool from

relativistic energies (where they constitute the "nonthermal" pair 

distribution) down to subrelativistic energies (where they thennalize 

before annihilation, forming the "thermal" pair population) by 

upscattering lower energy photons.

We accommodate the Klein-Nishina decline in scattering cross 

section at high energies by requiring the angle-averaged initial rest-

frame photon energy xrest=Yx(l-pcos0) to be less than a certain cut-
3

off value, yx<^, where y and x are the initial electron and photon

energies and 0 is the collision angle. This cut-off represents the

condition for Thomson scattering and the resultant cascade is

sometimes called a Thomson cascade. Thus the scattering of photons

into and out of x by nonthermal electrons proceeds at the rates

= CGt dx/n(x')

3/(4x)

dyN(y) 8(x-^y2x/) (3.8)
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n,(x)

;/(4x)

d(y)N(y) , (3.9)

where the step function S [S(Z)=I for z>0 and S(z)=0 otherwise] 

insures Thomson scattering and the delta function reflects the well- 

known photon energy gain when scattering radiation off of isotropic 

ultrarelativistic electrons

Xfinal (4/3) Y2Xinjtjal (3.10)

Note that when pairs have cooled to the trans-relativistic regime 

Equations (3.8) and (3.10) no longer hold, but fortunately little energy 

transfer is involved (see Lightman and Zdziarski 1987). Electrons at y 

cool at the rate

Y

M4y)

dx' n(x')x' , (3.11)

0

where (^y2-1 )x' is the energy lost by the electron when scattering 

off a photon of energy x'; Note that the cooling rate scales as y2 

while the annihilation of pairs goes as y"2 (see equation 2.14). This 

is why we may neglect annihilation in the nonthermal pair population. 

We ignore electron transport (diffusion and winds) throughout this 

paper, and can therefore integrate the electron continuity equation to
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obtain the nonthermal electron densities

N(y) = -y-I
A

df TNpCY')+ n / y')] (3.12)

When pairs cool to subrelativistic energies they thermalize to a

population characterized by total density N0 and temperature T0 [or, 

equivalently, the dimensionless temperature O0=IcT0ZCmeC2)]. This

population will scatter photons into and out of x at the rates

N0C dx' n(x') Okn(x )

/
x 8 x'(l + 4 6 0 - x7[l+x'])

\

J
(3.13)

iIll-(X) =  N 0C Gk n (X) n(x) . (3.14)

Here we have the average fractional energy change suffered by a 

photon of initial energy x as it scatters off the thermal pair 

population

40„
x 1+x

(3.15)
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This treatment correctly produces upscattering when x<490 and 

downscattering otherwise. The temperature Qq is determined by 

requiring that no net energy exchange occur between the thermal 

pairs and radiation

d x  Ax n(x) CJk n (X) (3.16)

Substituting equation (3.15) for Ax and solving for Gq yields

n (x) CJkn(X)

6. (3.17)

dx x n(x) Okn(X)

The density of thermal pairs is given by the balance of pair 

production and annihilation

dY N p(Y)

N q 2  =  I I O -------------------------------

2 22  8 aTCSan„(6o)
(3.18)

Finally, photons are created by pair annihilation at the rate

ncre(X> = 2N02 2 2 8 aTcSann(0O) ^ X - l-^ ) (3.19)
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Here we assume the two photons share equally in the available 

energy.

Solution Method

We difference the photon energy uniformly in the logarithm of

the dimensionless energy x=hv/(mec2) between the values 10"8<x<104. 

The total number of x-bins is denoted Nbingx. The photon number

density per unit volume per unit x at x. we denote as n(x.). The total 

number density of photons in energy bin i is then n(x.)Ax., where

Ax. is the energy width of bin i, and x. is the geometric mean value 

of x within the bin. Similarly we difference electron energy uniformly 

in the logarithm of the dimensionless Lorentz factor y=1/(1-|32)1/2

between the limits l<y<104. We define N(Yi) to be the electron

(negative electrons plus positrons) number density per unit volume

per unit y at y.(always with negative electrons and positrons in equal 

measure), define Ay. to be the width of the ith bin, and note that

N(Yi)A(Yi) is the total number density of electrons in the ith bin, 

where y. is the geometric mean value in bin i.

With discretized energy spectra, the photon continuity equations 

(3.3) or (3.4) represent a coupled system of Nfcjngx ordinary

differential equations for the Nfcjngx variables n(x.,h) at each point h

in the atmosphere. These can be simultaneously numerically integrated

upward from the primary emission surface through the atmosphere. At 

each integration step, equations (3.12), (3.17), and (3.18) determine 

the Steady7State electron distributions from the local photon

distribution. The initial conditions applied at the emission surface
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(h=0) correspond to the primary spectral energy fluxes Fhard(x.) and 

Fsoft(Xi) described earlier. The initial conditions can be written as:

Two distinct integration techniques are used. The first is an

adaptive step size, fifth-order Runge-Kutta routine taken from Press 

et al. 1986 and modified by the author for present circumstances. 

Step size is controlled by the estimated error in the fractional 

change of each n(x.) over each step. The second method is an

adaptive step size, fourth-order Runge-Kutta routine created by the 

author. Step size here is controlled by both the fractional change of 

the thermal pair density Nq and the constancy of the integrated 

photon energy flux F, where

F(z) = X cn(x.,z)x.Ax.

n(x.,0) (3.20)

i

= ?  [Fsoft(Xi) + Fhard(x.)]Ax. = const ,
i

(3.21)

for the plane, and

F(r) = X cn(x.,r)x.Ax.
i
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re
= ^ r f  [Fsoft(xi) + F hardM ^i = const , (3.22)

for the sphere. We find little difference in results produced by the 

two methods, but a significant savings in computational time

accompanies the latter. The runs presented in the following section 

were done using the faster technique.

Results

Uniform Infinite Radiating Plane

Figures 18 and 19 present the vertical structure of a typical 

cascade shower found by the author for emission from a uniform 

infinite surface. In order to more readily gain physical insight into 

the shower cascades investigated here, we do not include any

spatially distributed photon or particle injection throughout the

atmosphere. Figure 18 gives the density of subrelativistic pairs N0(h) 

(cm"3) as a function of the height h (cm) above the surface. (The

density of relativistic pairs is always much less than that of

nonrelativistic pairs because we find relativistic pairs to cool

rapidly.) Figure 19 gives the local photon spectrum (specific

dimensionless energy flux: erg/mec2/cm2/s/x, where x=hv/mec2) at

several values of h, the seven lines A G  corresponding to the

spectrum at heights labeled A-G in Figure 18. Line A in both figures 

corresponds to the input spectrum at h=0. The input spectrum has a 

soft component consisting of blackbody emission at Tdigk=SxlO4 and a 

hard component consisting of a power law with energy flux slope
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Fig. 18. Thermal pair density profile, and characteristic vertical 
zones, in typical steady-state pair cascade shower atmosphere above 
uniform infinite radiating plane. Density N is combined density of
negative electons and positrons in cm*3. Height h above the plane in 
cm. Primary input spectrum: (I) soft component consisting of
T=SxKTK blackbody; (2) hard component consisting of power law 
extending through the range 2.373xl0"5<x<104, with energy slope
0=0.5, carrying 10% of total power. Points A-G are heights
corresponding to spectra shown in Fig. 19. Point A corresponds to 
h=0; point G to arbitrarily large distances.
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Photon Spectrum

. 19. Radiation spectrum at heights corresponding to points A-
G m Fig. 18. Line A is the primary input; G is the escaping output.
Umts we dimensionless specific energy flux [ere /(m e2) /cm2 /sec
/(hv/m^c )] as a function of dimensionless energy x=hv/m c2.
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<*=0 5 (F(x)=cx a) carrying 10% of the total luminosity (fhard=0.1) and

extending from the blackbody maximum to Xmax=IO4. (See the photon 

source spectrum section for details.) We employ a numerical resolution

°f Nbiiigx=SO. Figure 18 also displays the five characteristic domains, 

or vertical zones, into which we generally find the atmosphere

divided. The zones are labeled I-V  to facilitate reference. Figures 18 

and 19 are quite representative of the atmospheres resulting from a

wide range of input spectra. In this section we shall investigate in

some detail the important features of this atmosphere, and then use 

it as a point of reference from which to investigate atmospheres 

formed by differing primary spectra.

Zones I and II are quite closely fit by an exponential growth in 

the thermal pair density:

N0(h) = N0(O) e ( h /L caS)  , ( 3.23)

where Lcag is the scale height of the increase and Nq(O) is the

thermal pair density at the emission surface. The division between the

essentially flat zone I and the accelerating growth in II marks the

location Z=L1. To explain this behavior we conduct the following

order-of-magnitude argument.

First consider one of the consequences of the "Analytic 

Estimates for Power-Law Distributions" section, what may be called 

the "law of steepening slope." Power-law distributions of photons 

shallower than a=1.0 will always steepen towards a=1.0 under the
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influence of pair cascade processes. This is clearly seen in Figure

19, where the power-law portion of each spectrum steepens from line 

A through line G. Next we note that the soft blackbody distribution

acts predominantly as a seed photon source: very little energy is

transferred from the blackbody photons to the power law, although

many blackbody photons are upscattered into the power law. This 

means that the energy carried by the power law remains essentially

constant as one proceeds up through the atmosphere. This 

conservation of power-law energy then requires the high-energy end

of the power law to drop in density and the low-energy end to gain

in density as the cascade progresses and the slope steepens. There 

must, then, exist an energy at which photon densities do not change

as the power law steepens. This falls typically between x=l and 

x=xmax- Photon densities at energies near this "pivot point" will not 

change appreciably during this stage of the cascade. This is easily 

seen in Figure 19, where lines A, B, and C (all of which lie in zones 

I or II) exhibit progressive steepening, but remain anchored at a 

constant strength at energy X=IO3. This results in lines A, B, and C

evolving very little in the entire x>l region, but considerably in the

x<l region.

Calling the integrated density of power-law photons below x=l,

nv and that above x=l, n2, conservation of energy keeps

O2=Constant. The rise in O1 represents the effect of a positive

feedback loop in which pairs upscatter photons from the blackbody

distribution into O1, which then produce pairs, which upscatter more 

photons from the blackbody component into nr  and so on. Slightly
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more quantitatively, we may further define n, to be the total high 

energy (nonthermal) pair density, Nq to be the total density of cool 

(thermal) pairs, and n to be the integrated blackbody photon

density. The pair production requirement 2<xaxb<10 (see discussion of 

equation 3.6) roughly means a photon of energy x will pair produce

predominantly with photons of energy 1/x. This means pairs are

created predominantly from interactions between the n: and n2
populations. Note that the blackbody photons are too soft to pair

produce with any photons at all: 2.826.. .c l/x  . Thus we write the
U lS K  HTlQX

pair creation rate as

ne =  n I n 20 T c  ’ (3.24)

where we approximate all cross sections in the derivation by Oj . 

Since only one n1 photon is absorbed to create a pair, but that pair 

will in turn upscatter many photons from nsoft into np upscattering 

into O1 is the dominant process in n^s kinetic equation,

dnj

dh
nSnCa Tc

(3.25)

The nonthermal electron steady-state balance of pair creation and 

cooling by the soft radiation yields

ne = W t0 ' (3.26)
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Substituting equations (3.24) and (3.26) into equation (3.25) we obtain

=  n I n 2a T  ’

which yields exponential growth for O1

H1 »  H1( O ) C ^ a Th )

The balance of pair creation and annihilation of thermal 

determine N„:

N02at C = iI

Substituting the above results for n we obtain

N02 « H2ni(O)C^a Th) .

And finally, taking the square root we have:

N 0 == n21/2n1(0)1/2e^h'^abs) ,

where the cascade scale height is given approximately as

Labs “
a Tti2

(3.27)

(3.28) 

pairs will

(3.29)

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)
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Notice the length scale for exponential growth is inversely 

proportional to n2, which is bom out in our results (see Figure 23

and discussion thereof). More intense primary spectra, by increasing 

n2’ win result in smaller scale heights and more compact

atmospheres.

Figures 18 and 19 indicate that the photon spectrum shortward of 

the blacfcbody UV-hump remains a power law throughout zones I and 

II (lines A, B, and C). In the "Analytic Estimates or Power-Law

Distributions" section of this chapter, we calculate the equilibrium 

thermal pair density in power-law photon distributions, which is given 

by equation (3.65) as a function of power-law slope, strength, and

upper and lower limits. Applying that analysis to the input power-law 

of Figure 19 (line A) we obtain an estimate for the initial pair 

density of N0(O)es=LTTxlO7 cm'3. Figure 18 shows the actual initial 

value of 2.94xl07 cm"3.

Zone III of the atmosphere represents a saturation of the pair 

cascade, and a consequent maximum of Nq. In overview, pair cascades 

work to redistribute energy from a few high energy particles or 

photons to many lower energy particles and photons. In particular, 

cascades drive systems with abundant high energy populations towards 

a state in which radiation energy is spread equally among the decades 

of frequency. This state is a power law with a photon number density

slope of s=2: n(x)~x"s~x"2. Precisely how this occurs is analytically

derived in the "Analytic Estimates for Power-Law Distributions"

section, and we now review the important features.
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In a pair cascade, a photon power-law of number density slope s,

that extends appreciably beyond mec2 will produce pairs at the

differential rate P(y)~YTp, with p=s. If a strong source of soft

radiation is available to cool the new pairs, a steady-state pair
-Fdensity N(y)~y , with r=s+l, will form. The upscattered photons 

form a power law n'(y)~x"s , where s =(l/2)(r+l)=(s/2)+l. This new 

steeper distribution of photons produces a second steeper generation 

of pairs, and the cycle repeats. After i generations we have 

Si=(s0+21+1-2)/(21). Any input s0<2 will steepen and approach 2. An

equilibrium exists at s=2 in which the scattered radiation spectrum 

from pairs has the same slope as the photons which produces those

pairs, and no further slope evolution occurs. This cascade-driven 

spectral slope evolution is clearly seen in Figure 19. By the time the 

height signified by point E is reached (the end of zone HI), the

power-law slope has steepened to very near s=2, and no further 

steepening occurs.

Another result from the last section of this chapter is that 

equilibrium thermal pair density in a power-law photon distribution is

maximized by s=2, for a given constant total power carried by the 

power law. Thus a maximum for N0 is expected when the cascade 

saturated, as seen in Figure 18. The maximum value of Nq may be 

estimated analytically by the results in the "Analytic Estimates for

Power-Law Distributions" section. Applying equation (3.65) to the 

saturated s=2 power law in Figure 18, we obtain N0max=4.02xl08 cm" 

3, compared with the actual value of 2.95xl08 cm"3 from the figure.
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Along with softening power-law slopes, pair cascades work to

degrade maximum energies toward mec2. This can be seen by

estimating the maximum energy for each generation of y-rays in a

cascade. An initial y-ray energy x0» l  will interact with a low energy 

photon l/x0 and produce a pair with energy Y0=Xq/^. This pair will

predominantly upscatter soft photons Xs-IO"4'5 to energies 

X1=(^S)Y02Xs=(XsZS)X02=! 0"5xo2. The cycle then repeats for further

generations. If X0=IO4, then X1=IO3, X2=IO1, X3=IO"3, etc.. (Of course, 

when x is no longer above the pair production threshold V2, no 

further pair generations will be produced. The significance of this is 

that, as one proceeds up through the atmosphere, by the time several 

pair generations have occurred, and the cascade has saturated, the

cascade processes no longer produce any x>V2 photons in abundance.

Thus at any point in the atmosphere, the very highest energy

photons are depleted by pair absorption, but not being replenished. 

The spectral high energy cut-off then proceeds down through the 

energies, as seen in lines D through G in Figure 19. (No depletion 

will be seen for x>V2 because low energy photons require an x>V2 

photon to pair produce, but because of the power law, photon 

densities at x<V2 are much greater than at x>V2, so that each pair

production event results in a much greater fractional density loss for 

the x>V2 than for x o /2 . The x>V2 quickly deplete, and x<V2 are left

virtually undiminished.)

The height h at which the high energy cut-off (called the y-ray

turnover by observers) has proceeded down to some energy x, can 

easily and accurately be estimated as the absorption length L (x)
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for a photon at x due to absorption by photons in the saturated s=2 

power law (absorption by the blackbody photons is energetically

prohibited).

We have analytically estimated the absorption lengths for all x>V2 

in the "Analytic Estimates for Power-Law Distributions" section, and 

illustrate the results in Figure 34. The height of the curve above 

energy x indicates the absorption length at that energy, Labg(x), 

which indicates the approximate height in the atmosphere at which 

the exponential depletion at x begins. Or alternatively, the x

corresponding to some L is the high energy cut-off at height h=L. 

This is in good agreement with the results in Figure 19. For example 

Figure 19 indicates depletion at x=102 occurs somewhere between 

positions D and E, around h=1016 cm. The analytic estimates of 

Figure 34 give Ii=IO1'6-3 cm for the high energy cut-off to occur at 

X=IO2. Note that Figure 34 correctly predicts that higher energies 

will deplete first (smaller Labs). We defer discussion of the behavior 

near V2 to later in this section.

Zone IV represents a steady decline in thermal pair density at 

the precise rate

N0 ~ 1/h . (3.33)

This behavior begins at the height where the high energy cut-off has 

proceeded down into the interval V2<x<VlO. The significance of this 

interval is that only within this interval can two photons of the same 

energy pair produce, whereas x^<V2 must interact with x2>V2 and
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X1W lO  must interact with x2<VlO. Note that the power-law form of 

the spectrum dictates that the largest photon density within this 

interval is the lowest energy: the first (discetized!) energy above V2 . 

Call this energy x* and its density n*. Pair production is then 

clearly dominated by x*+x* interactions, and x* is depleted at the 

rate

dn*
----------- n*n* , (3.34)
dh

which has the asymptotic solution

n* ~ 1/h . (3.35)

The balance of pair production and annihilation gives:

N02 ~ n*n* , (3.36)

which together with equation (3.35) gives equation (3.33).

Zone V of the atmosphere is well fit by an exponential decay in 

thermal pair density. Zone V begins when the high energy cut-off has 

reached x* (the first discete energy larger than Vl), and n* drops 

sufficiently so that the principal pair creation mechanism is no longer 

x*+x* but rather x*+x** where x** is the first discrete energy below 

V2. The energies x<V2 suffer essentially no depletion because they 

have entered pair production only with photons whose densities were

91
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much less than n(x). Thus the n(x<V2) remain essentially constant and 

the depletion rate for x. becomes exponential as predicted:

<X
--------- -n*n** , (3.37)
dh

n. - (3.38)

where A is some constant. We balance pair annihilation with creation:

N02 ~ n*n** , (3.39)

Equation (3.38) along with the approximate constancy of n** gives 

the exponential decay:

N0 ~ e(-An**h) , (3.40)

where A is some constant. The location of the boundary separating 

zones IV and V is easily and accurately estimated by Figure 34. For 

Nbinsx=SO, x*=1.905. This value is shown on the figure and

corresponds to an absorption length of 2xl018 cm. Figure 18 indicates 

a boundary at 4xl018 cm.

We saw in the previous paragraph that the turnover from Nq-IAi 

in zone IV to N0~exp(-Ah) in zone V occurs at a height about equal 

to the absorption length for x*, L^(x*). Note, however, that as the 

numerical energy binning becomes increasingly fine (increasing the
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number of bins N bins,x) X* approaches V2 and Figure 34 indicates

^absOt*) increases. This is a direct result of the approximate pair

creation threshold X1X2^ . Photons at V2 can only interact with

similar photons. As this threshold is approached, there are

increasingly fewer photons available. (This effect remains when the

exact cross section is used, only there the threshold is X1X2M.) This

increase in Lgbg(Xlfl) should postpone the onset of exponential

attenuation of the pair atmosphere to larger h. In the continuum limit 

x*—W2 and Lgbg(x*)->c<> because a photon at x=V2 can react with only 

the infinitesimally small number of photons at that energy, and zone 

IV should continue upward indefinitely, never turning over to zone V.

Figure 20 presents N0(h) for the model parameters of Figures 18 

and 19, but for several values of Nbingx. The extension of the 

N0~l/h behavior higher into the atmosphere is clearly seen for

increasingly fine binning. The continuum limit is easily obtained by 

simply extrapolating the 1/h dependence outward indefinitely. This 

affords a tremendous savings in computational time over running large 

Nbjngx models. For Nbjng x>50, little error is seen in the lower 

regions of the atmosphere when binning is changed. The total 

atmospheric optical depth to thermal pairs becomes logarithmically

unbounded in the continuous limit. This is predicted by inserting the 

N0- I f1 dependence into the definition of the optical depth up to 

height h,

h

t(h ) dh Nq(Il)Ot .

0

(3.41)
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Fig. 20. Vanation of thermal pair density N with height h above 
the plane, for several values of the total number of photon energy 
bins. Nbins=SO corresponds to the model in Fig. 18.
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We obtain -T(h)~log(h), which is unbounded as h approaches infinity. 

The logarithmic form of T(h) is seen in Figure 21, in which T(h) is 

shown for several Nbinsx. As Nbinsx increases, the optical depth 

follows a logarithmic profile further out into the atmosphere. For a 

finite number of bins, the tum-over to zone Y exponential decay will

be encountered. Since the integral of e"h out to infinity is bounded,

only a finite contribution to T is gained in zone V, and the T profile 

in Figure 21 levels out to remain finite. The infinite value in the 

continuum limit is not altogether surprising and is simply a direct 

consequence of the (unphysical) infinite unifonn plane geometry

(somewhat analagous to calculating the column energy density of an 

electric field above a uniform infinite charged plane), as we shall see 

in the following section.

Concern would be warranted if a second quantity, the integrated

pair yield PY, were also infinite. The pair yield (see Chapter 2)

measures the overall efficiency with which the atmosphere turns hard 

radiation injection into pair creation. We must modify the definition 

of PY used by others in uniform spherical volume sources (see 

Lightman and Zdziarski 1987, and Fabian et al. 1986) to accommodate 

the present geometry,

CO

dli dY N p(Y)

O O

C OZ1
dx F,hard'-

O

PY (3.42)
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The variation of PY with Nfeinsx is shown in Figure 22 and is seen 

to trend to a well-defined finite limit of around 8-9%, comparable to 

the uniform spherical volume source results of typically 10% or less.

Finally we investigate the effects on atmospheric structure and 

spectrum caused by variations in the input photon spectrum, using the

prototypical model of Figures 18 and 19 as reference. We keep

Nfeinsx=SO. The continuum limit may be taken by inspection usually. 

First we vary the partitioning of available luminosity between the 

soft (blackbody) and hard (power-law) input. Figure 23 shows N0(Ii)

for several values of ffeard from IO"4 to 0.99.

The immediately striking feature in Figure 23 is that, as long as 

the soft source remains stronger than the power law (fhard<0.5), the

pair density profiles all end up on the same h-N0 line. This is caused

by the combined action of two effects, both of which depend on the 

fact that power-law densities are proportional to Ifeard (nr

n 2 ~ f hard)- Equation (3.31) then tells us that Lca~ffeard"1. a 10-fold 

increase in ffeard, for example, will cause the pair cascade to occur

10 times further out into the atmosphere, as Figure 23 clearly shows.

Equation (3.32) tells us that N0~ffeard+1. Thus a 10-fold increase in

Ifeard corresponds to raising the graph in Figure 23 by a factor of

10, which is also clearly seen. When fhard>0.5, the assumption of a 

plentiful soft source is no longer valid in our crude estimates, and 

the estimates fail, as evidenced by the anomalous behavior seen for

Lrd=0.9 and 0.99.

Next we investigate the effects of input power-law slope of the 

atmosphere. Figure 24 shows the pair profile N0(h) for several input
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power-law energy slopes, oc=0, 0.5, I, and 2 (corresponding number 

density slopes are s=l, 1.5, 2, and 3). A critical value of o=1.0 

(s=2.0) becomes apparent. Input energy slopes shallower than a=1.0 

evolve to saturation at oc=1.0 and will produce the characteristic pair 

profile (zones I-IV). Energy slopes steeper than a=1.0 have too few 

high-energy photons to produce a cascade and the atmosphere merely 

attenuates as y-rays densities are gradually depleted, as seen for the

a=2 (s=3) line in Figure 24. The spectral evolution for initial energy 

slope 0=2.0 is shown in Figure 25 and reveals little power-law 

steepening (evidence for the absence of a functioning cascade) and

high energy depletion.

Finally we investigate the results of monochromatic primary 

input. Delta function input produces final (escaping) spectra quite 

similar to that from distributed input, but can reveal interesting 

features within the atmosphere. For instance Figure 26 shows the

radiation spectrum at various heights (increasing from lines A through

J) above a source radiating the same total energy flux as in the

model of Figure 19, but now with the soft emission concentrated at

the blackbody maximum x=2.89disk and the hard emission concentrated 

at Xmax=IO4. A power law bridging the soft and hard input energies 

quickly forms from upscattered soft photons and gradually steepens

towards energy slope 1.0 as the cascade progresses, as in the

continuous input models. However a prominent pair annihilation line

at X=LO appears in the lower regions of the atmosphere. This is seen

because the power law is not yet strong enough to overwhelm it. 

Higher up the line is drowned out by the power law and no
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Photon Spectrum
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e scap in g

2 -̂ Primary and escaping spectra for s=3.0 primary hard
input of Fig. 24.
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Fig. 26. Radiation spectrum at increasing heights (lines A-J)
above the plane for delta function primary spectra at energies
x*>fi=2-37xl0 and Xherd=S-SxlO . Line A is primary input; line J is 
output.
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annihilation line at x=1.0 escapes to the observer. (It is found, 

though, that many models will emit an observable annihilation 

feature downscattered and broadened from x=l by thermal pair

scattering; see Figure 19). Figure 27 shows the pair profile for the 

delta function input model of Figure 26. Pair densities just above the 

emission surface (small h) are quite small, because direct pair 

production cannot occur between the soft and hard input energies. 

Only as the power law develops and strengthens can pair densities 

rise, as power-law photons begin to pair produce.

Uniform Radiating Spherical Surface

Tlie principal qualitative differences between pair cascade

shower atmospheres formed over infinite planar sources and those

formed around spherical suface sources result from the inverse square

law dilution of densities (see the second term in equation 3.4). The

effect can be approximately characterized by the existence of a so-

called freeze-out radius r ,̂ around any spherical emission surface.

Beneath r^ the geometrical effects of curvature are negligible and the

atmosphere closely resembles that from an infinite plane. Above r^

the inverse square law will dominate reaction rates and photon
2

densities drop as 1/r . This can be seen more quantitatively, if we 

define h=r-r^ to be the height above the emission radius Ig 

corresponding to any position r, and write the vertical profile of 

photon density due solely to geometry:
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I
n(h) = n(r ) ----------— . (3.43)

l+(h/re)2

The freeze-out height above the emission, separating the

two regimes of behaviour is then seen to be equal in magnitude to 

the emission radius

hf = re , (3.44)

When h « r e, n(h)=n(re). When h » r e, n(h)=n(re)(re2/h2). This is

illustrated quite clearly in Figure 28. Here we have plotted as a

reference the planar source Nq profile of Figure 18 (the line marked

"plane"), against the profiles obtained from emission of the same 

spectrum (same shape and same total energy flux: energy/area/time

emitted), but from uniform spherical surfaces of varying radii:

re=1013, IO14, IO15, IO16, IO17, and 1018 cm. The horizontal axis

represents h, the height above the surface. The prediction of equation

(3.44) is bom out: the pair density closely follows the planar results 

(Figure 18) out to h=re, where a turnover to inverse square law

domination N0~l/r2 occurs. This 1/r2 decline solves the problem of

infinitely thick atmospheres found above uniform infinite planar 

sources. Integration of 1/r2 out to infinity yields finite optical

depths.

The "freezing-out" aspect of h^ is strikingly shown in Figure 29, 

where six lines, labeled by the size of the emission radius, denote the 

escaping spectrum from each model of Figure 28. For reference, the
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Photon Spectrum

plane

Fig. 29. Escaping spectrum from models of Fig. 
output spectra for the corresponding planar emission 
plane in and plane out," respectively.

28. Input and 
are shown as
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initial (input) and final (escaping) spectra for the corresponding 

planar case are plotted as lines "in" and "out,” respectively, The 

final (escaping) spectrum from a spherical source with an emission 

radius r, is seen to be approximately the local spectrum found inside 

the equivalent planar source atmosphere at height h=r,. For example, 

compare the similarity between the escaping spectrum from a 

spherical system of T=IO16 cm shown in Figure 29, with the 

spectrum existing a distance IO16'2 cm above a planar source shown 

as line "E" in Figure 19. The spectral evolution ceases, or freezes

out, at the freeze-out height.

We next present results of spherical models run with input 

parameters set to a specific astrophysical context relevant to AGN.

(Refer to the photon source section and the Appendix for motivation 

and details.) In particular we shall consider a typical AGN: a luminous 

Seyfert galaxy or a moderate quasar. Mass estimates of the central 

black hole for these objects suggest M=IO8Mgol. Without specifying

whether the accretion flow takes the form of quasi-spherical inflow

or a disk, theory tells us that most of the luminosity will be released 

in the central IOOrg region of the flow. We will approximate either of 

these as a uniform spherical emission surface of radius

re = 100 (2GM/c2) = SxlO15Cm . (3.45)

As discussed earlier, the spherical models are appropriate both very 

close to and very far from a finite disk, and of course is appropriate 

for a spherical flow.
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The soft emission component consists of a blackbody spectrum at 

r̂ disk=^x^ 4̂ ’ the hard component consists of a power law of

energy index a=0.5 extending from the blackbody maximum 

x—2.373x105 to X=IO4. The fraction fjlar(j of the energy flux carried 

by the hard component is left as a free parameter. (No theory has 

been developed to predict the partitioning of soft and hard radiation 

from AGN central engines. However, Lightman and White 1988 have 

found that the observed, or reprocessed, spectra from a large class of 

AGNs exhibit fhard in the range 0.25 to 0.77.) The entire input 

spectrum is uniformly scaled up or down by specifying an effective 

brightness temperature, to provide any total luminosity L=eM c2 

(erg/sec), accommodating any combination of accretion rate M and

accretion radiative efficiency e.

Figure 30 shows the total thermal pair optical depth t  of the 

resulting atmosphere for dimensionless accretion rates in =M /M Edd 

from 10"1 to IO3, and for fhard=10"4, IO"3, IO"2, 10'1, 0.5, and 0.9.

We use E=0.1, a reasonable value. The power law dependence found in 

x for small in and fhard occurs when the freeze-out height falls in

zone I. Recall that in zone I, N0 is constant in h, and is proportional 

to H1iz2O21''2, where n1(2̂  is the density of power-law photons <(>)!.

These densities are proportional to in and fhard, so: N0~m fhard, in

complete agreement with the asymptotic region of Figure 30. Pair 

optical depth is positively correlated to the accretion rate, but

saturation is always reached for sufficiently large accretion rates. 

This happens when the freeze-out radius lies outside of zone IH, the 

cascade maximum. This is seen in the upper right portion of Figure
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Optical Depth

Fig. 30. Total optical depth of atmosphere forming around IOOr 
radius accretion cloud surrounding IO8Meoj black hole as function of 
dimensionless accretion rate in and energy partitioning f Primary 
spectral shape same as for model in Figs. 18 and 19. h" d
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30. Inverse square dilution takes over and the atmosphere thins too 

quickly for the optical depth to further increase as one proceeds out 

through the atmosphere. Pair optical depth is positively correlated

with fhard only up to fhard~0.5, past which a decline in t  is 

encountered due to the inability of the now sparse soft photon

reservior to supply many photons to the cascade mechanism. Figure 

30 shows that for sub-Eddington accretion rates, the resulting pair 

atmosphere remains thin, with t<10"2. At moderately super-Eddington 

accretion, the optical depth can approach or surpass unity, and can 

reach a maximum of T=IO for very super-Eddington accretion and

very hard input. Figure 31 presents the variation of pair yield PY 

with m and fhard. The maximum values PY=10%-20% at saturation 

agree with the maxima found in uniform spherical volume sources 

(Lightman and Zdziarski 1987, and Fabian et al. 1986).

Observ ationally, the soft X-ray spectral power-law slope is of 

considerable interest. Figure 32 presents the 2-10 kev (soft X-ray) 

energy index a  for the same model parameters as Figures 30 and 31, 

in which the input spectral index was 0.5. For sufficiently small fhard 

and m the freeze-out height is small enough to "catch" the spectrum 

before appreciable spectral evolution took place. This is seen by the 

trend to <x=0.5 in that region of parameter space. The saturation seen 

for large fhard and m indicates the freeze-out height was great

enough to allow the cascade to evolve the spectral slope to its 

terminal value of near 0=1.0; Note for a given fhard, the energy 

index is positively correlated with luminosity increases. Some surveys, 

however, suggest that the index remains fairly constant during
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Fig. 31. Total pair yield of models in Fig. 30.
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luminosity fluxuations in some sources (Svensson 1985).

The observational bottom line, of course, is the escaping,

reprocessed spectrum. For a reasonable value of fhard=0.1, Figure 33 

shows the final spectrum for accretion rates in =IO'1, 10°, IO1, IO2, 

and IO3. All are normalized for easy comparison. Comparisons with 

results obtained when similar spectra injected into homogeneous

plasmas may be found in, for example, Lightman and Zdziarski (1987) 

and Done and Fabian (1989).

Analytic Estimates for Power-Law Distributions

Calculations involving general arbitrarily shaped spectra (such as 

those produced in this chapter) are usually intractable to analytic 

investigation and require numerical methods. However analytic

progress can be made if spectra are fit by simple functions, allowing

the exact integration of rate equations, etc.. The prominent UV-X-ray 

power law found in many models in this chapter suggests we may 

gain considerable insight into the results we have presented if we 

analytically investigate pair cascade processes in an idealized

isotropic power-law photon spectrum:

n(x) = Ax'" , (3.46)

where A is some constant, s=a+l is the number density slope, and the 

spectrum extends from xmin to x .
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Photon Spectrum

Fig. 33. Escaping radiation energy spectrum from models of Figs.
30-32, for fherd=0.1 and m =10 \  10\ IO1f IO2, and IO3 (lines A-E
respectively).
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Power-Law Evolution in a Pair Cascade

In this section we obtain scaling estimates of the effects of pan- 

cascade processes on the slope of power-law photon distributions in 

the case of the prototypical, "fully linear," Thomson cascade. This 

entails the following two basic assumptions. (I) There exists a strong 

source of soft radiation ns(xs) with mean energy «  I. (2) Scattering 

and pair production occur only in the Thomson limit. (3) We assume 

isotropic distributions.

The differential rate of pair production P(y) is given by

equation (3.7):

P(Y) = 2(3/8)ot
dxS 1Vxs)

J x 2
s

n(x) /  \
dx —:----<p(x) 5

J x2
y-(x+xs)/2 (3.47)

where z=xxg and q>(z) is proportional to the angle-averaged cross 

section. The major contribution to P comes from reactions occurring 

just above the threshold

2 < xx < 10 ,
S  ’ (3.48)

or very roughly,
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XXs ~  I  . (3.49)

We assume n(xs) is sufficiently broad so that soft radiation exists to 

satisfy equation (3.49) for all x, and we approximate <p by an average 

value (p(z)=(p(3). Since xg<l we neglect xg in the delta function 

argument and obtain x=2y. We then arrive at the scaling

P(Y) (3.50)

Inserting the power-law form of n(x) (equation 3.46) and integrating 

equation (3.50) we discover the following scaling for pair production

P (Y ) ~ y-P ; P=OC+1 . (3.51)

The steady-state electron densities N(y) resulting from the

balance of pair production and cooling off the ng(x) are given by (see 

equations 3.11 and 3.12)

N(y)

/j Iiiax

d f  P(Y)

Y

a Tc (Iy2-I)

(3.52)

Integrating the numerator, and neglecting the term 1.0 in the
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denominator, we obtain the scaling

N(Y) ~ y'r  ; r=p+l . (3.53)

The rate Iii(X) at which the electron distribution N(y) upscatters 

soft photons from ng(x) into x is

= CGt dxSd^ ns(xs)N(Y) S ( |xsy) . (3.54)

Here S(z) is a step function enforcing the condition of Thomson 

scattering xgy<^. We will only consider xg which result in Thomson 

scattering and therefore set S=L The delta function specifies the 

average energy shift suffered by photons scattering off relativistic 

electrons. Changing variables from y to Z = X -^y2 Xg allows integration 

over z.

nm(x) = c g t dxS n,(xs) dz N
Z \

X-Z

4

1/2 "

L I 3=s J -I

x 2 (4)1/2 S(z) [(x-z)xs]-1/2 , (3.55)

nm(x) = COf d x S n,Cx) N f  X I
4

1/2 ’

I 3=s J -I

x 2 ^ 1/2 (xxs)"1/2 (3.56)
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Inserting the scaling of equation (3.53) we find [independent of the

specific from of ng(xs)]:

n.(x) -  x - f + W  .

The energy flux scattered into x is

(3.57)

Xni(X) ~ X^r -1V2 . (3.58)

If the timescale t for either escape to another region, absorption or

further scattering, depends only weakly on x, then equation (3.58)

gives

xn(x) ~ x"a i ; CC1=(IM)ZZ . (3.59)

Equations (3.51),(3.53) and (3.59) represent the change in the

photon energy index a  driven by the production and cooling of one

pair generation, starting at <x0 and ending at W1: 

Ot1 = (oc0+l)/2 .

After i generations the slope is given by

(3.60)

%+2'-l
a. = ------------ .

‘ 21
(3.61)(3.61)
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For input spectra shallower than CC0=LO a steepening towards 1.0

operates. For input steeper than Ct0=LO the slope shallows towards 

1.0. Only a finite number of pair generations will occur (see

Svensson 1987), so the energy slope never reaches the precise

terminal value 1.0. For example, for the input a 0=0.5 (used in several 

runs in this chapter), we have Ct15=0.750, 0.875, 0.938, 0.969, and 

0.984 through five generations.

Pair Density as a Function of Power-Law Slope

During early stages of a cascade (zones I and II defined in the 

"Results" section) the photon distribution shortward of the soft 

source can accurately be modeled as a power law (e.g., Figure 19). 

The simple form of the power law, equation (3.46), allows an

expression for the total pair production rate Ptot to be integrated 

analytically. Employing the standard rectangular approximation to the 

pair creation cross section we have

min(x,10/x)

dx1 H(X1) . (3.62)

2/x

Performing the inner integral yields (for s^l)

0.2otcA2

x
C max

0.2aTc dx n(x)

V2

1-s
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n o )1/2
dx (X1-2ŝ 1-sX1) 

21/2

XC max

dx (IOl sX-1̂ 1-sX1)

(10)1/2

\
. (3.63)

y

We integrate the remaining integral and obtain (for s^O.5, 1.0)

Ptot
0.2aTcA2

1-s

x
(  IOl ŝ l s

------—  -2 sln5
I  2(l-s)

+(101-s-21-s)(lnxmax̂ ln l0 ) (3.64)
y

We remove the (weak) temperature dependence from the pair

annihilation rate equation (2.13) and balance creation with

annihilation to obtain the (nonrelativistic) pair density

' tot
2 l I 3 a c  

2 2 8Gtc

(3.65)

with Ptot given by equation (3.64). For s=0.5 or I, the integrals may 

be redone to obtain logarithmic expressions, or the limit as s-»0.5 or I 

may be numerically taken.

To estimate the nonnalization factor A for models run in this 

chapter we first note that the energy flux F carried by the power- 

law constitutes the so-called hard component of emission, so F= 

pHard= fhard^eff where fHard 18 the fraction of emission
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constituting the hard source and Teff is the effective temperature of 

emission parametrizing the total emission strength. Integrating 

differential energy flux over the power law relates A and F

Or one may measure A directly off the graph of the spectrum.

Photon Absorption Lengths to Photon-Photon Pair Production

We estimate the depletion of the y-ray portion (x>V2) of a 

power-law distribution of photons given by equation (3.46)

due to photon-photon pair production. Employing a rectangular

approximation to the pair creation cross section, we have the 

variation with height h of the y-ray densities in the shower

atmosphere to be

Ac
F =

2-s
D m /  . (3.66)

dn(x,h)

dh
= -n(x,h)/Labs(x,h) , (3.67)

where

min(x,10/x)

1 /L abs =  ° - 2(Jt  d x I n <x i )  • (3.68)

2/x
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After soft X-ray saturation in a shower cascade n(x<V2) remains 

nearly constant (see Figure 19 and discussion thereof) so

Labs(X'*lMLabs(x) and equation (3.67) has the solution

n(x,h) ~ e ^ a b s ^  , (3.69)

where Labs(x) is the absorption length scale at energy x. Substituting

equation (3.46) into equation (3.68) and integrating gives (for s^l)

I

F abs(X ) ( U g t A

The case s=l may be integrated separately, or the limit as s

approaches I may be easily taken numerically. We apply this result

to the exemplary model of Figures 18 and 19. From Figure 19 we 

obtain the fit A=2. IxlO8 for the power law after it has approached its 

terminal slope of s=2.0. We then plot Labs(x) and display the result in 

Figure 34. The vertical line marks x=V2.

I - Sx -(2 /x )

Xs' 1 (101's-21"s)/( I -s)

x<(10)i*

x>(10)1/2
(3.70)
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O

Absorption Length

Fig. 34. Absorption length to photon-photon pair production for 
photon of dimensionless energy x, in a photon background
corresponding to extrapolation of the 0=2 power law of line G in Fit 
19, extending from x=2.37xl0'5 to x=104. *
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CHAPTER 4

GENERAL PAIR CASCADE ATMOSPHERE

In Chapter 3 we treated in a quite approximate manner the pair

cascades responsible for the pair atmospheres we find to shroud 

accretion flows which emit gamma radiation. A review of that chapter

reveals the following principal simplifying assumptions: (I) the

"shower" approximation constrained radiative transfer to directions

straight out from the emission surface; (2) cross sections and reaction 

rates appropriate to isotropic distributions of photons and electrons

were employed; (3) cross sections to pair creation and photon-

electron scattering were represented by rectangular functions; (4) a 

distinction between thermal and nonthermal populations of pairs was

made, with thermally averaged cross sections and reaction rates 

employed for the former; (5) pair winds and pair diffusion were

neglected (pairs are assumed to annihilate at the location where they

were created); and (6) synchrotron and bremsstrahlung emission are 

neglected. The present chapter remedies all but the last two of

these limitations, though at considerable computational expense. In

this chapter we model a pair cascade atmosphere in which: (I) photon 

and electron distributions may be arbitrarily anisotropic; (2) exact 

differential and integrated cross sections are used for all the



elementary processes of interest; (3) exact reaction rates are obtained 

by integrating exact cross sections over the (anisotropic) photon and 

electron distributions; (4) there is no presupposition of any thermal 

component, but rather thermal components are allowed to develop (or 

not) as the solution converges; radiation emitted from the accretion 

flow surface may be specified by both energy and angular

distributions; (6) particle acceleration and/or photon injection may 

occur with any distribution in height, direction and energy; (7) the 

primary emission surface is a uniform, infinite plane (spherical 

surface sources will be treated in future work); (8) synchrotron and 

bremstrahlung emission is neglected; and (9) pair transport is

neglected. The omissions in points (8) and (9) notwithstanding, this

model encompasses a much broader subset of all possible cascade 

atmospheres than that of Chapter 3, and hence the term "general" in 

the general pair casade atmosphere we present in this chapter.

The work in this chapter extends the work of other

investigators. Monte carlo techniques have long been used to

determine the steady-state photon densities in fixed scattering 

atmospheres undergoing photon injection (e.g., Pozdynakov, Sobol, and 

Simyaev 1977). These studies, however, were not self-consistent in 

the sense that particle distributions were held fixed, rather than

allowed to come to equilibrium with the radiation. Self-consistent 

calculations of both photon and electron distributions have been 

obtained inside spherical sources with spacially uniform photon and/or 

electron injection (Fabian et al. 1986, Lightman and Zdziarski 1987,

and Done and Fabian 1989).
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This chapter is organized as follows. We first summarize the

numerical framework in which discrete variables are used to describe 

the continuous quantities of position, direction and energy. We then 

discuss treatment of the three fundamental processes of interest: 

photon-electron scattering, photon-photon pair creation, and two- 

photon pair annihilation. We next outline the methods developed to 

obtain steady-state photon distributions in fixed electron 

atmospheres, and steady-state electron distributions in fixed photon 

atmospheres. We then discuss the method developed for determining 

both the photon and electron distributions in a fully self-consistent 

treatment of pair cascade atmospheres. Finally, we present the

results obtained.

Numerical Treatment of Continuous Variables

Choices of the numerical solution techniques outlined later in this 

chapter were heavily influenced by the particular manner in which 

continuous variables are discretized and thereby made amenable to

numerical treatment. This discretization in turn is in large part

dictated by the specific accretion geometry we impose, and the 

particular physical processes we consider, for the physical system

under study. The resulting numerical binning of location, direction 

and energy is now discussed.

In this chapter we consider the pair atmosphere which develops 

over a uniform infinite plane. It is therefore convenient to divide the 

space above the plane into plane-parallel layers, or levels, each of 

which is assumed to be uniform throughout its interior. The results of
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Chapter 3 indicate that many orders of magnitude of the height h 

above the plane are involved in describing the atmosphere. This 

dictates logarithmic rather than arithmetic binning for h. We number 

layers upward with an index ih=l,2,...,mh where mh is the total 

number of h-levels. (A note on notation: to avoid a proliferation of 

subscripts on indices, the symbol denoting the kind of variable [h,0, 

(p, y, or x] is written unsubscripted throughout this chapter.) The 

extreme bottom (emission plane) and top of the atmosphere (defined 

experimentally later) are given by Iimjn=O and hmax respectively. The 

top, geometric mean, and bottom heights in level i are given by

h.top =  h ,fi/2  f

129

h, = V hz2  .

hi,OP = V lc  - (4.1)

where f=:(hmax/hmjn)1/mh. The level thickness is written Ah.=h.t-hjb.

If no qualification is provided, h. is understood to represent "the"

height of level i.

To discretize direction we employ spherical coordinate systems 

and bin the polar angle 0 and the azimuthal angle <p to construct 

patches of equal solid angle. We number the 0 bins with index

10=1,2,...m0 as 0 increases from 0 to TC, and cp bins from kp=l,2,...,m<p, 

as <p increases from 0 to 2tc. The top, mean, and bottom values of

polar angle bin i are given as:
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Ojtop = Cos-1P(SAne)]. , 

a  = cos-1 [(i- l/2)(2/m0)] ,

Ojbot = cos'1 [(i-1 )(2/m0)] . (4,2)

The azimuthal bins have the structure 

<Pjtop = i(27u/m<p) ,

(pj = (i-l/2)(27t/m(p) ,

tPibot = (i-l)(27t/m<p) . (4.3)

Typical AGN spectra such as that shown in the Appendix extend 

over many decades of frequency, making logarithmic binning of

photon energy necessary. Denoting the maximum and minimum 

dimensionless photon energies to be considered as x and x
max min

(typically IO4 and 10 7 respectively), we have the binning structure

. i

X- =  XHiinv max' min, ( W W 9jnvte  .

X.bot
(4.4)
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For consistency of treatment the electron energy should also be 

binned logarithmically. In order to accurately treat the low energy 

region (where thermal components will typically develop, for 

instance), we bin equal logarithmic intervals of g=y-l rather than y. 

Substituting g for "x" in the proceeding paragraph descibes the 

electron binning scheme. However, we will use either of the notations

ig or iy where convenient.

Subroutines are developed which determine into which bin a given 

parameter value falls. (Whether those values falling on bin partitions

are put in the higher or lower bin can be specified.) Other

subroutines will provide the lower, mean, and high values of any bin.

Unless otherwise specified, a value subscipted with an "i" will 

generally refer to the mean value of the ith bin of that quantity.

The coordinate system used to describe the overall geometry of 

the atmosphere is a cartesian system with x and y axes in the

emission plane and z directed vertically out from the plane. The 

height h above the plane is then given by z. At each point in the

atmosphere a local spherical coordinate system (ofter referred to as 

the "lab" system) is defined in the usual manner, with polar axis

aligned with z.

The atmosphere is completely specified by the set of photon 

densities n(ih,ix,i9,i(p) and electron densities N(ih,iy,i9,i(p), which gives

the number density in cm"3 of photons (electrons) in layer jfa, with 

energy within bin ix (iy), traveling in a direction given by a polar 

angle within bin i9 and azimuthal angle within bin itp. In the lab 

frame there is azimuthal symmetry, and densities will be independent
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of the phi index. When Lorentz transforms are made to other

systems, the symmetry no longer exists and the above density 

formulations will be useful.

One may sum over phi-bins to obtain the density in level ih,

energy bin ix, and polar angle bin i0:

n(ih,ix,i0)
m(p
E  n(ih ,ix ,i0 ,i(p) , 
icp=l

(4.5)

Suinming over the polar angle index, we obtain the density in level ih 

and energy bin ix:

m0
n(ih,ix) = X n(ih,ix,i0) . 

i0=l (4.6)

Finally, summation over the energy index yields the total density in 

level ih:

mx
n(ih) = E  n(ih,ix) . 

ix=l (4.7)

Electron densities, of course, are treated in an exactly analagous 

fashion.
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Elementary Processes

Pair Creation

Q oss—Sections—and—Rates. Two-photon pair production is most 

easily described in the center-of-momentum (c.m.) frame, where the 

two interacting photons have equal energies x and interact in a head- 

on collision along the z-axis. The photons annihilate, producing an 

electron and positron with equal energies y=x (with corresponding 

velocity P=[l-y2]1/2) and traveling in opposite directions. Considering 

only the electron (positron) for the moment, the differential cross 

section (see Jauch and Rohrlich 1955) to emission of the electron 

(positron) into the solid angle dO=sin8d8d(p is

dgcre(x,e)

dO

3

32tt
<yT Pd-P2)

l-p4u4+2p2(l-p2)(l-u2)

(I-P2U2)2
(4.8)

with u=cos8. Note the cross section for emission of either particle is 

twice this result. The present work requires calculation of the cross 

section to emission into finite ranges of 8, say from 8; to 62. 

Luckily equation (4.8) is easily integrable analytically and we have 

obtained

A
dtp

8

d8 sin8 dgcre(X’9>
dti

gcre(X’6V62)
J
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= (3/16) a T (I-P2) V zI + |(3-p4) In
(I-Z2)(U z1)

(U z2)(I-Z1)

- (1-p2)2 Z2

I W I-Z22 J (4.9)

with Z1 PcosG1 and z2—pcos02. When G1 and G2 correspond to the 

boundaries of bin iG we notate

a crê X’ie) = tjCre(x 6̂V92) ' (4.10)

The total cross section (Jauch and Rohrlich 1955) is recovered by 

setting G1=O and G2=Tt:

a cre(x) = (3/16) CTt (1-P2)
Z

(3-P4) In 
V

up
i-p

- -2p(2-p2) : (4.11)

These c.m. cross sections are related to reaction rates in the

atmosphere (lab) frame as follows. If na and nb are the densities in

two photon beams of energies xa and xfa at relative angle Ggb, then 

the lab frame rate of electron (positron) emission is

R  =  n an b Cd-CQsGab) Gcre(X) , (4.12)

where the c.m. photon energy x is:
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x
C

\

XX
- ^ i - c o s e j

W2
(4.13)

Similarly the absorption probability per unit path length of a photon 

in beam a is

dxere
dL nb V -cosfiJ  a cre(X) • (4.14)

Discretized—Pair—Creation Spectrum. We have devised a series of 

Fortran subroutines entitled CKESOR which calculates the discete

pair creation rates s cre(ih,Iycre,iOcre,i9cre) (particles/cm3/sec in

level ih emitted with energies in bin iycre into directions within bins 

i6cre md  itPcre) for «ny discete photon distribution n(ih,ixa,i6a,i(pa).

This (along with ANNSOR discussed below) is a powerful and

extremely useful tool in AGN research. The scheme is simple: for 

each possible pair of interacting photon beams n(ih,ixa,i9a,i(pa) and 

n(ih,ixb,i6b,i(pb) we transform to the c.m. system and calculate the 

electron emission rate into each discetized patch of c.m. solid angle 

using the bin integrated cross section of equation (4.9), then

transform each emitted electron back to the lab frame obtaining 

energy ylab and direction Gjab and <plab. The corresponding bins Iyjab, 

i®iab’ an^ itPi 316 found and the reaction rate contribution is added to 

the appropriate slot in Scre. This is done for each level ih.

Symbolically:
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Scm W Y crc'W ^V cJ= % IC z  Z  Z  Z  Z  I
jx U 10a i(Pa « b ieb i%  10 iq>

x n(ih,ixa,i0a4(pa) n(ih,ixb,i0b,i(pb) c(l-cos0ab) a re(x,i0)

X 5 ( iYcre’iYlab) 5 (i0 cre’i0 lab) 5 (i(PCre’i(Plab) ^  ■ ( 4 .1 5 )

Note we double count initial photon states, but since the cross 

section refers to only electron (positron) emission, and we wish Scre 

to count all particle production, factors of two cancel and equation 

(4.15) is indeed correct. Also note that we divide the cross section by 

mtp, the total number of azimuthal bins, to compensate for using a 

cross section already integrated over all <p.

The code CRESOR was tested in a number of ways, including 

inserting (disrete) uniform, isotropic Wien or power-law photon 

backgrounds, running CRESOR, summing the resulting pair spectrum 

over direction and energy to determine the total pair production rate, 

and finally comparing the result with the analytic results of Chapter 

2 and e.g., Svensson (1984), Errors for Wien atmospheres ranged from 

factors of ~3 for extreme relativistic temperatures (0>1O2), to ~ a few 

percent for trans- and non-relativistic temperatures (0<1O4), for 

crude numerical resolution (mx, my, m0, and m<p in the range 4-8).

We now describe the transformation between the lab and c.m. 

frames. A golden rule of computing, compartmentalization, was well 

learned during code development, as is evidenced by the following six 

steps necessary to effect the transform. The steps are extremely
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useful in debugging and monitoring program function. The boost B*C
necessary to transform from lab to c.m. must be in the plane 

containing the incident photon momenta and must lie between them 

(the smallest angle between the momenta passes through the boost 

direction). Call 0c the angle between the boost direction and photon 

a. The two quantities pc (or yc) and 0c may be obtained from 

simultaneous solution of the resulting Lorentz transforms of the

photon energies:

x  =  x J c  (I-PcCosOc) , (4.16)

x  =  V c  D-PcCos(O^-Oc)] , (4.17)

where x is the c.m. energy given by equation (4.13). After algebra
obtain

„ 2  _  1+ 2 [(V Xa) + ( W  

!-COseab
(4.18)

COS6  =  (^ )+ C 0 S e*

[(xa/xb)2+2cosOab(xa/xb)+l]1/2
(4.19)

Step by step then, the transform to c.m. is: (I) rotate the coordinate 

system about the z-axis by (pa; (2) rotate system about the y-axis by 

0b; (3) rotate system about z-axis by the present azimuthal of "b"; 

(4) rotate system about y-axis by 0c (we now have the boost
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direction coinciding with the z-axis and both photon momenta lying 

in the zx-plane, photon "a" with a negative x-projection and "b" with 

a positive x-projection); (5) boost in the +z-direction by pc; and (6) 

rotate system about the y-axis by the negative of the present polar 

snglc of a ( a  is now in the +z-direction, "b" in the opposite

direction, and both have the same energy). After pair creation, the 

electron (positron) is transformed back to the lab frame by following 

steps (l)-(6) in reverse order and negating all the rotation angles.

The coordinate system rotations about the x,y, and z axes have 

the familiar form (acting on direction cosines u,v,and w):

f  u I

OO z  \
U

x: V —> 0 cosa since V
I w j  ̂ 0 -since cosa y I w J

(4.20)

U r cosa 0 -sina Z
U

y: V . —> 0 I 0 V

I w J v sina 0 cosa y I w
(4.21)

Z X
U r cosa sina 0  ^ f  u )

z: : v  ' -> -sina cosa 0 V

I w J I o o i  J I w J
(4.22)

A z-direction boost of pc of a photon of energy x and direction 0,<p 

is the well-known result

x -»  XYc(I-PcCosO) , (4.23)
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CosG-Pc
cosG —> -------- -— ,

l-pccosG
(4.24)

<P <P • (4.25)

For an electron of energy y and direction 0 and (p we have

Y -> YYc(I-PPcCosG) , (4.26)

pcosG^P
cosG —> ---------------------- -----------

[(I -ppccos0)2< I -pc2)( I -P2)]1/2’
(4.27)

9 -> <P - (4.28)

Pair Anniliilation

■Cross__Sections__and Rates. Two-photon pair annihilation is the

exact inverse to two-photon pair creation, so this discussion will 

closely follow that of the preceeding sections. We again choose the 

center-of-momentum frame (c.m.) to describe the reaction simply, 

where the electron and positron have equal energies y and collide 

head-on along the z-axis. Upon annihilation two photons of energies 

x=Y are emitted, one in direction 0,<p say, and the second in the 

opposite direction. The differential cross section (see Svensson 1982) 

to emission of a photon into the solid angle dti=sinOdOd(p is:



dgOnnW
d a
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3 I-P2
— Or -  
32k  P

-I. + ±(3-P4)
r  i I )

X —  + —
- I l-pu l+pu J

I a -P 2)2
I

(I-Pu)2 (I+Pu)2
(4.29)

with U=CosO. We require calculation of the cross section to emission 

into a finite range of 6, from O1 to O2. We integrate equation (4.29) 

and obtain

<Wr.eI.e2> (3/16)

3-P4
H--------In

2P

r  i ^ 2 i+ z i i (1-p2)2
-I z2 zI I

I  1+z2 I-Zi > P 1 !-zI2 J (4.30)

with Z1-PcosO1 and Z2-PcosO2. When O1 and O2 correspond to the 

boundaries of bin i0 we notate

g annW ) = gOnn^eV62) (4.31)

The total cross section (Svensson 1982) is recovered by setting O1=O 

and O2=TC and dividing by 2 to avoid double counting final photon
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states):

<WY)
I-P2

T "

' 2+2(l-p2)-(l-p2)2 f 1+p IX —----------------- In - 2 - 2(l-p2)L P CO. .
(4.32)

These c.m. cross sections are related to reaction rates in the

atmosphere (lab) frame as follows. If Na and Nb are the densities in 

two electron-positron beams (equal numbers of each species in each 

beam) with energies ya and yb at relative angle 6ab, then the lab

frame rate of annihilation is

R = N  N ea o
2 p f

VJi
OaiJY) ,

b /
(4.33)

where the c.m. electron energy y is

Y 1
2

V
1 + YaYb (I - P A c o s B b)

y J
(4.34)

The absorption probability per unit path length of an electron in 

beam "a" is

z p f

\  YaYb y
Oann(Y) (4.35)
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Discretized Annihilation Radiation Spectnim. We have devised a 

series of Fortran subroutines entitled ANNSOR which calculates the 

d iscete  photon em ission rates S (ih ,ix  i0 Im ) 

(photons/cm3/sec in level ih emitted with energies in bin ix into 

directions within bins IOann and ItPann) for any discete photon 

distribution. For each possible pair of interacting electron-positron

beams N(ih,iya,i0a,i<pa) and N(ih,iyb,iOb,i(pb) we transform to the c.m. 

system and calculate the photon emission rate into each discetized 

patch of c.m. solid angle using the bin integrated cross section of

equation (4.30), then transfonn each emitted photon back to the lab 

frame obtaining energy Xjafe and direction Ojafe and (pJafe. The

corresponding bins Ixjafe, iOJafe, and i(pJafe are found and the reaction 

rate contribution is added to the appropriate slot in Sanfl. This is 

done for each level ih. We then have

S a n n ^ a n n ' W a n n ^ ann) =  I  E  I  I  I  I  I  I

1Ya l6 a 1(Pa %  i6 b i(Pb 10 i(P

x N(ili,iya,iOa,i(pa) N(ih,iyfe,i0b,kpb) c(2py2/yayfe)

(4.36)

Note the factor of 1/2 remedies the double counting of initial 

electron states, and the factor of 1/4 corrects for the fact that each

x 5KuVblM,) 5Ku-iV  5Ku-iV  

x 5 z oani,<V.i0)/m<p •
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beam is half electrons and half positrons. Also note we divide the

cross section by mtp to compensate for using (p-integrated cross 

sections.

The code ANNSOR was tested in a number of ways, including 

inserting (discrete) uniform, isotropic, relativistically correct MaxweU- 

Boltzmann electron distributions at various temperatures, running

ANNSOR, summing the resulting photon emission spectrum over 

direction and energy, and comparing th resulting total annihilation 

rate with analytic results in Chapter ■ 2 and Svensson (1982). As was

the case for CRESOR, errors ranged from factors of ~ 3 for 

relativistic temperatures to a few percent for nonrelativistic

temperatures for crude binning. For example, the ANNSOR total 

annihilation rate at O=IO"1 is 3.3% lower than the exact rate for

binning of m^=mx=8, and m0=m(p=4; while the rate obtained is 2.94

times too large at G=IO2 for the same binning.

We now describe the transformation between the lab and c.m. 

frames. The boost velocity (Bc and angle Oc between the boost and 

the momentum of electron a can be obtained from simultaneous 

solution of the resulting Lorentz transforms of the electron energies:.

Y = YcYa (I-PcPaCosOc) , (4.37)

Y = YcYb(l-PcPbcos[0ab-0c]) , (4.38)

where y is the c.m. energy given by equation (4.34). After algebra we

obtain:
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(4.39)

COS0 =
C (4.40)

The transform to c.m. is: (I) rotate the coordinate system about the 

z-axis by <pa; (2) rotate system about the y-axis by 6a; (3) rotate 

system about z-axis by the present azimuthal of "a"; (4) rotate system 

about y-axis by Oj (5) boost in the +z-direction by Pc; and (6) rotate 

system about the y-axis by the negative of the present polar angle of

"a." The inverse transform for the photon is carried out in reverse

order with all rotation angles negated.

Photon-Electron Scattering

Compton scattering is most easily described in the electron rest 

frame, where a photon of energy x traveling in the +z-direction 

interacts with an electron initially at rest, and leaves at a direction

given by G1 and Cp1 and energy X1 (subscripted "I" means post-

scattering). Conservation of energy-momentum gives the familiar 

result (Rybicki and Lightman 1979): I

x I

!+X (I-CosG 1)
(4.41)

x
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The differential cross section for photon emission into the rest fraihe 

solid angle dt21=sin0^deid<p1 is (Rybicki and Lightman 1979)

ckySct^0I) 3 I
-  —  ------------------------------------- r - T -

d P  1 6 7 c [ !+ X (I -C o s B 1) ] 2

x I  +  X (I-C o sG 1)  +  [ !+ X (I -C o s G 1)]"1 Sin2G1 (4.42)

We integrate equation (4.42) to obtain the cross section to photon 

emission into angle G1 between G11 and G12

c7Sct^0IP0Ia)

2tu 6,

dtp

O G

dG1 SinG1 d(?sct(x>0i)
d ti

=  K x"I[2(l+x)x'2 - Ijln(Y1Zy2) + (2x)-1(y1"2 - y2"2)

+ X 1 [(I +x)2x"2 - !!(Y1"1 - Y2"1) - X^(Y1-Y2) (4.43)

where Y1=Ux(I-CosGn ) and y2=l+x(l-cosG12). When the limits 

correspond to bin boundaries, we write:

a S C t^ i0 I)  =  a SCt(x 0̂ I P 0 Ia) • (4.44)
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The total cross section (Rybicki and Lightman 1979) is recovered 

when the limits go to 0 and n:

( 1 + x )x "3[2 x ( 1 + x ) ( 1 + 2 x )"1 -  l n ( l + 2 x ) ]

+ (2x)'1ln(l+2x) - (l+3x)(l+2x)"2

The rest frame cross sections are related to lab frame reaction 

rates as follows. I f . na and Nb are the lab densities of a beam of 

photons (energy xa, direction 0a,(pa) and a beam of electrons (energy 

yb, direction Gfa,<pb) respectively, then the lab scattering rate is

(4.45)

R  = n N b e(l-Pacos0ab) Ogct(X) , (4.46)

where Gab is the lab collision angle and x is the incident rest frame 

photon energy. The scattering probability per unit path length for a 

photon in beam "a" is

dxset

dL
Nb (I-PaCosGab) Ogct(X) (4.47)

Transforming from lab to rest frame is accomplished thusly : (I) 

rotate system about z-axis by (pb; (2) rotate system about y-axis by
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Qb; (3) boost along z-axis by Pc; and (4) rotate system about y-axis 

by current polar angle of photon. The inverse transform proceeds as 

desribed earlier.

Steadv-State Photon Distribution

The present section describes the method we have developed by 

which the steady-state photon distribution (in space, energy, and

direction) and escaping photon spectrum (in energy and direction) are

determined for a given, fixed electron-positron background 

distribution and given, fixed photon injection. The method is a

numerical-statistical one, a monte carlo simulation, and is 

implemented by a computer code called PI.

Many references are available in the literature outlining the

fundamental principles of modeling particle (photons in our case) 

transport through scattering/absorbing/emitting media by monte carlo

methods (see e.g., Pozdnyakov, Sobol, and Sunyaev 1977). Historically 

these methods were reserved as unsavory last resorts to problems

intractable to analytic solution. However, because of advances in

available computing power, monte carlo is coming into fashion and in 

many instances is a preferred method to . accurately investigate many 

aspects of AGN plasmas. The method is particularly attractive here 

because: (I) radiative transfer couples together all regions of the

atmosphere, rendering the set of photon kinetic equations intricately 

coupled; and (2) the complexities of accurately treating photon-

electron scattering pair creation, annihilation, and scattering will

greatly add to the complexity of the kinetic equations. Foresaking
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simplifying asumptions, we find that any analytic solution elludes us, 

and we turn to monte carlo simulation. The monte carlo solution

(outlined in detail below) simply follows the life histories of many 

representative "monte carlo" photons as they are created or injected 

into the atmosphere and subsequently are scattered by, absorbed by,

or escape from, the "background" photon and electron densities

constituting the atmosphere.

The first order of business in the solution is of course to

specify the model. This includes the overall geometry, which for this

model will be restricted to the infinite uniform plane; the particular

binning structures used for all relevant physical quantities; the

spacial, angular, and spectral distribution of external photon sources 

(injection); the background electron distribution; and a trial "guess" 

at the eventual self-consistent steady-state photon distribution. This

guess will improve through iteration of the entire simulation and

approach the putative solution in the limit of many iterations (see

"Solution Methods and Results" section). In the special case of a 

purely scattering atmosphere, in which pair creation and annihilation 

are neglected, no trial photon distribution is necessary and a self-

consistent. photon solution is generated by only one iteration.

The next preliminary step is to determine how to choose the

monte carlo photons to be run through the simulation. One must

establish a procedure whereby the distribution in starting location,

energy and direction mimics the actual distribution of photon 

emmission (creation through pair annihilation and/or injection)

throughout the atmosphere. These emission mechanisms may be
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conveniently grouped into the following three categories and

corresponding emission rates: (I) radiation from pair annihilation,

Sann(ih’ix’i6’i(P)’ photons/cm3/sec into the specified bins; (2) external 

volume sources, Svol(ih,ix,i0,i(p), photons/cm3/sec into the specified 

bins; and (3) external surface sources (from the emission plane),

S SUr<-i x ’i e ’i(P)» photons/cm2/sec into the specified bins. We convert

the annihilation and volume rates to the equivalent (column density) 

area rates by multiplying by the appropriate level thickness Ah.. The 

total source rate is (cm"2 sec"1)

S  =  ?  ^  ^  S ann(ih ’i x ’i e ’i(P)
i l l  IX 10 Kp

+  ^  ^  ^  S vol<i h ’jX ’i 6 ’i(P)
lh  IX 10 Kp

+ ?  5  ?  Ssur(ix,i0,i(p) . (4.48)
IX 10 Kp

Thus the probabilities that any emitted photon is: (I) an annihilation 

photon emitted into the bins (ih,ix,i0,kp); (2) an external volume

source photon emitted into the bins (ih,ix,i0,kp); or an external

surface source photon into the bins (ix,i0,kp) are, respectively:

Pann(ill’ix’i6’i(P> = S^(ih,ix,i0,i(p)/S , (4.49)

Pvol(ih,ix,i0,icp) = Ah. Svol(ih,ix,i0,i(p)/S -, (4.50)



pSur(ix^ itP) = Ssur(ix,ie,i(p)/S .
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(4.51)

Note by equation (4.48) that the sum of equations (4.49-51) over all 

bins gives the expected total probability of I. The sizes of the 

various constituent terms in the sum of equation (4.48) are each 

proportional to the corresponding emission probabilities. To generate 

a new monte carlo photon then, merely divide equation (4.48) by S to 

normalize to I, choose a random number between 0 and I, r0 and 

begin summing equation (4.48) in some specified order until the 

running total passes r0 ̂  is reached. The last bin to be added 

indicates the emission parameters for the photon. . When an 

annihilation or volume source photon is chosen, the model may be

programmed to introduce the photon either at the mean height within 

the vertical bin or uniformly distributed throughout the bin.

Each monte carlo may be thought of as representing the average 

behavior of an arbitrarily large number of actual photons. Therefore 

at emission, to each monte carlo photon is assigned a statistical 

weight of w0, and a running total of all weights of photons thus far

emitted during the simulation is updated, w^->w^+w0. We will set

W0=I throughout. The utility of weighting will be seen shortly.

In the simulation proper monte carlo photons are introduced into

the atmosphere one at a time, per the preceeding discussion on 

emission probabilities, and are followed throughout the atmosphere as 

they interact with the background photons and electrons n(ih,ix,i6,i(p)

and N(ih,iy,i0,i<p). This process fragments naturally into the following 

six steps.
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Step (1): The code is presented with a monte carlo photon of

weight w, height h, energy x, and direction 6, and <p. This situation 

arises either when a photon is emitted and is ready to begin its

travels or immediately after a scattering event in the life of the 

current photon. The straight line trajectory to the limits of the 

atmosphere is first calculated and then segmented wherever . the 

trajectory crosses from one vertical level to another. The segments 

are counted from the current photon location to the exit point* with 

index iL=l,2,...,mL; the segment lengths are denoted L(iL) and the

levels corresponding to each segment are ih(iL). The optical depth in

each segment to scattering and absorption (pair production) presented 

by each beam of background electrons and photons in that segment 

are calculated

where the differential optical depths are given by equations (4.47) 

and (4.14) respectively, as functions of projectile and background

(subscripted "bg") parameters. The total scattering and absorption

optical depths in each segment are

t ^ W P b g )  = L(iL)(d<r^/dL) , (4.52)

Tabs(iL’ixbg’i0bg’i<f)bg) = L(iL)(dxabs/dL). . (4.53)

^ ( i L )  =  E  %  E  ^ ( i L , % , i 0 y g , % g )  ,

%
(4.54)

E  E  TaJ iL , ixbg,i0bg,i(pbg) .
IX1

(4.55)
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The total optical depth to any interaction throughout the entire 

trajectory can then easily be summed

f

iL ie i(p \
^  V u -AbglM6g, ! ^ )
1Tbg

+  ?  t abs(i L ’iXbg’i e bg’i(Pbg)
^bg

X

y
(4.56)

Step (2): By having assigned a weight w, the monte carlo being 

monitored represents the fraction w/wtot of all emitted photons. A 

fraction e"T of these will escape unhindered, while the remaining 

fraction will interact at least once and not escape directly. The

photon then splits, with weight (w/wtot)e‘T escaping and weight

(w/wtot)(l-e T) scattered or absorbed. The former contributes to

either the escaping spectrum Sesc(ix,i0,i(p), photons/cm2/sec, or the 

spectrum of radiation reabsorbed by the emission surface (the

acretion flow) Sreab(ix,i0,i(p), depending upon the direction of the 

trajectory

S esc(i x ’i 6 ’i<P) S esC( i x ’i e ’i(P) + (w/wtot)e'TS , (4.57)

S reab(iX ’i 6 ’i(P) ^ e a b ^ ’10’11?) +  (w M tot)e ^ s  , (4.58)

where the total emission rate S from equation (4.48) normalizes the 

spectra correctly .
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Step (3): One must determine the interaction site fo r . those

photons which do not escape. Since equal increments of x correspond

to equal probabilities of interaction, locations are randomly

distributed in t. Thus one picks a random number between 0 and t,

^O-V ^nd determines the location along the trajectory corresponding

to that optical depth. To do this, count along trajectory segments, 

adding both Xsct(IL) and Tabg(iL) to a running total until that total

exceeds the interaction optical depth Tr01. The last segment added is

the one containing the interaction site. The exact location of the site 

within the segment is obtained by linear interpolation of Tr0

between the optical depths at the segment boundaries. The interaction

segment is now further segmented into pre-interaction and post

interaction sections. The densities throughout the atmosphere

corresponding to monte carlo photons thus far sent through the 

simulation can now be updated, reflecting this leg of the current 

photon’s travels. One simply counts along the trajectory segments iL, 

performing the following operation:

nmc0h,ix,W<p) nmc(ih,ix,i0,i<p) + (w/wtot)A(T)

x (Scos9/c) f(iL) . (4.59)

Here (ix,i0,i<p) are the bins corresponding to the monte carlo

parameters (x,0,<p); ih is the level in which segment iL lies;

(w/wtot)A(T) is the fraction of all emitted photons traveling along 

some segment, A=e"T if past the interaction site and A=I if before it;
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cos0/c converts S to a density; and f(iL) is the fraction of a vertical 

level occupied by segment iL.

Step (4): One must determine the type of reaction occurring at 

the interaction site. The ratio of the probability of scattering to that 

of absorption, PsctZPabs, is exactly the ratio of the differential

optical depths, which are proportional to the segment-integrated

optical depths of equations (5.51) and (5.52). Thus

A random number between 0 and I, r01, is generated. If rQ y is less 

than Tsct(iL)/[Tsct(iL)+Tabs(iL)] then scattering is chosen; otherwise it 

is absorption. If absorption occurs, the life history of that photon 

ends, a new photon is chosen, and the process starting at step (I) is 

repeated.

Step (5): If scattering is chosen, the particular beam of scatterer 

electrons must be found. The probability P of scattering off an 

electron in beam (iybg,i0bg,i(pbg) is proportional to the corresponding 

optical depth in equation (4.54)

(4.60)

^iV V V  ~ •bg’̂ bg’̂ bg. (4.61)

Thus a random number between 0 and Tsct(IL), rQ̂ Tsct(IL), is chosen, 

and an ordered sum of Tsct(iL,iybg,i0bg,i<pbg) over (iL,iybg,i0bg,i<pbg) is
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begun. The particular set of indices which puts the running total past 

rO-OxSct(Hj) indicates the scattering beam.

Step (6): The final step is to perform the scattering. To do this 

we must calculate the (bin-integrated) differential scattering optical

depths corresponding to scattering into the various directional bins

(i6rest,i(prest) in the electron beam rest frame

Xsct(i L ’iYbg’i e bg’i(Pbg’i 0test’i<Prest)

= L(iL) < % g'i% '% g,iG rest'i<W (4.62)

where the differential optical depth is obtained from equations (4.43) 

and (4.47). The probability of rest frame scattering into a particular 

direction is proportional to the corresponding optical depth. The 

procedure is by now clear. Generate a random number between 0 and 

t sct(iL,iybg,i6bg,i(pbg). Begin an ordered sum of equation (4.62) over 

(i0rest,i<prest) until the running total passes the random number. The 

indices indicate the rest frame scattering direction. The scattered 

photon is transformed back to the lab frame (see discussion earlier in 

the chapter), obtaining a new energy and direction. The statistical 

weight has shrunk from w to w(l-e"T). A check is made to see if the 

weight has fallen to some cutoff value sufficiently small so that most 

of the "photon" has escaped during this or previous legs of its travels 

and only a negligible fraction remains. If this is the case the 

trajectory is terminated and a new photon is emitted. Otherwise the
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scattered photon acts as input for step (I) and another leg of its

travels is monitored.

The code P l was tested in a number of ways. One important 

series of tests was to replicate previous studies (e.g., Takahara and 

Tsuruta 1982) by inserting a uniform, isotropic Maxwell-Boltzmann 

electron background at various temperatures and various total optical 

depths, and introducing a uniformly, spacially distributed isotropic

injection of soft ( x « l )  photons. P l was then run, and the spectrum 

of escaping radiation was obtained. Results were in consistently

excellent agreement with previous studies, with energy slopes in

excellent agreement with those calculated by Takahara and Tsuruta 

(1982).

Steady-State Electron Distribution

The previous section outlined the technique (Pl) for calculating

the steady-state. photon distribution if the electron distribution and 

any photon injection rates are specified. The method outlined in the 

present section (P2) accomplishes the mirror image of this, by 

determining the steady-state electron distribution if the photon

distribution and any electron injection rates are specified. The

present task is much simpler than the previous one because: (I) our

continued neglect of electron transport decouples vertical layers from

one another; and (2) the system is completely discrete (unlike in the 

monte carlo simulation in which test photons described by continuous 

variables are sent through a discrete background atmosphere), 

allowing many time-consuming calculations to be done beforehand and
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the results tubularly stored in memory for quick access. The following 

description is straightforward and quite brief.

The methods employed by P2 are as follows. The photon

background n(ih,ix,i9,i<p) is specified, as are the electron injection

rates Nmj(ih,iY,i6,i<p). The axisymmetry about the z-axis is enforced 

by distributing all relevant quantities equally among cp-bins so there is 

no kp dependence (in the lab frame) and the i(p index may be dropped 

in notation. Also, the vertical layers ih will be solved separately so

that ih notation may also be suppressed. The electron distribution is 

notated N. where the index represents the ordered pair i=(ry,i6), the 

height and azimuthal angle indices having been omitted. Note i runs

from I to m=(my)(m0). Using the results of the "Cross Sections and

Rates" section of this chapter we calculate the net rate N. at which 

N. changes due to: scattering into (in) and out of (out) N.; pair

creation into N. (ere); pair annihilation out of N. (arm); and injection 

into N. (inj).

N.(N) = Njin(N) - R out(N) + R cre(N)

- R ann(N) + R tnj(N) for i=l,m . (4.63)

Here each R  depends generally on all of the electron densities N 

-(N 1 ,N2,...,Nm) and on the photon densities (which will be suppressed 

for notational ease). The steady-state kinetic equations for electrons

are then:
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O = N.(N) for 1=1,m , (4.64)

which represents a system of m nonlinear equations in the m 

variables N1 m, to be solved simultaneously.

Equations (4.64) are solved by employing a Newton-Raphson

iterative scheme presented in Press et al. 1986, slightly modified for 

the present pmposes. In summary, the Taylor series expansion of the 

functions N(N) about the guess N to first order in the SN-=N0-N.,

along with declaring the perturbed guess N0 solves the original 

equations (4.64), we obtain a set of m linear equations for the SN., 

which brings the original guess closer to the solution.

m SNi(N)
Z --------- SN. + Ni(N) = O for i=l,m
j= l SN. J 1

(4.65)

We perform the derivatives numerically by varying the particular N.
j

and recalculating the terms in equation (4.63). Equation (4.65) is 

solved using the matrix inversion techniques in Press et al. 1986. The 

guess is then improved

Ni -> K  + SN. i=l,m . (4,66)

Iterations are continued until convergence within desired limits is

achieved.
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Solution Method

The previous two sections of this chapter saw the development of 

two independent codes: PI, which for a fixed electron distribution

(and photon injection rates), receives a trial photon distribution,

conducts one monte carlo simulation, and returns an improved photon 

guess; and P2, which for a fixed photon distribution (and electron

injection rates), receives a trial electron distribution, conducts one

multidimensional Newton-Raphson iteration, and returns an improved 

electron guess. In order to obtain a photon solution consistent with

the fixed electron distribution, P l must be iterated a sufficient

number of times, taking the improved guess of one step as the input

guess for the next. Likewise P2 must be iterated a sufficient number 

of times to obtain an electron solution consistent with the fixed

photon distribution. In order to obtain a fully self consistent solution

for both the photons and electrons we must devise an overall

iteration scheme, "P1+P2," employing both P l and P2. Exactly how

this is done depends heavily on the particular convergence properties 

OfPl and P2.

We find P l and P2 individually to be quite robust in the sense

that P l or P2 will always converge, and converge to the same root, 

for any (reasonable) input guesses. This bodes well for the potential 

convergence of any P1+P2 we develop. However, due to the time 

consuming nature of the monte carlo simulation in PI, Pl takes

typically 1000 times longer to execute a single iteration than does P2. 

One must consequently use P l sparingly, relative to P2. We are
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therefore led to the following P1+P2 scheme, which we find to work 

satisfactorily, in which single Pl iterations alternate with entire P2 

iteration sequences. That is, a single P1+P2 iteration step, taking

guesses m(ih,ix,i0) and N.(ih,iy,i0) and producing improved guesses 

n.+i and N.+1, consists of the following two sub-steps: (I) use n. and 

N. as input for a single P l step, obtaining n.+1 as output; and (2) use 

n i + i  an^ N. as input for P2, but iterate P2 to convergence, obtaining 

Ni+r Thus the electron input to each P l iteration is always 

guaranteed to be consistent with the photon input. This P1+P2 step is 

repeated until the desired convergence is acheived.

Results

For many kinds of numerical simulations, results depend critically 

upon the numerical resolution used in discretizing variables, especially 

when resolution is poor (small numbers of bins). The model P1+P2 is 

no exception; indeed, the problem is compounded because all relevant 

physical quantities are binned: position, energy, and direction. Finer 

resolution generally yields more reliable and accurate results, but at 

the high price of increased memory and computational requirements. 

Some of the features seen in the results of P1+P2 presented below 

are effected by the coarse numerical resolution needed to produce 

models which could be run on available machines in reasonable 

periods of time.

We use P1+P2 to determine the atmosphere forming above an 

infinite uniform plane radiating the following primary input spectrum: 

a monochromatic soft input at the blackbody maximum of temperature
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about xsoft-3 x l0 '5, and a monochromatic hard input 

at xhard==3xl°3 carrying 10% of the total luminosity. We choose delta 

functions rather than distributed-energy functions in an attempt to 

make the model as simple as possible. Binning is as follows: space is 

divided into mh=4 levels of thicknesses 9xl010, PxlO11, 9xl012, and 

9xl013 cm, for levels ih=l-4 respectively; photon energy is divided

into mx=22 bins, in the range 10 7<x<104; electron energy is divided

into my=22 bins throughout the range 10'7<y-1<104; and polar angle 

and azunuthal angle are each divided into m6=m<p=2 bins.

Figure 35 shows model convergence through 14 iterations of 

P1+P2. The total electron density (summed over energy and direction)

for levels ih=l-4 are shown by lines 1-4 as a function of iteration 

number. Iteration I, where all levels have equal electron densities, is 

not an initial guess, but a result of running P l through an initially 

electron-free atmosphere, which resulted in photon densities constant

through the atmosphere, which in turn produced constant electron 

densities when P2 was first run.

To produce reliable results, levels should extend to sufficiently 

lofty heights so that any pair cascade will have evolved past a 

saturation and pair densities will have subsequently fallen to values

low enough to allow termination of the atmosphere without excessive 

error incurred by neglecting downscattering from any atmosphere

which would have formed above the termination height. Figure 35

roughly obeys this condition: densities in the uppermost level have

fallen below those elsewhere in the atmosphere. Another, more 

difficult, criterion must be met, however. Generally speaking, there
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Fig. 35. Convergence of P l+P2 through 14 iterations, as seen in 
the total electron density in each of the vertical levels ih=l-4.
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should be a sufficient number of levels so that conditions from one 

level to the next do not vary significantly, thereby accurately 

modeling the real, continuous universe. Figure 35 is an indication 

that, this condition does not strictly hold: total electron densities

change by factors of 1.4-5.4. Preliminary results indicate that the use 

of coarse vertical divisions works to accentuate the differences from 

one level to the next. Figure 35 illustrates this effect clearly by 

comparison with Figure 18, or more particularly, Figure 27, which is 

the pair profile in the shower atmosphere for similar primary input. 

The shower atmosphere in Figure 27 is seen to rise in density quite 

slowly throughout the h<1016 cm region. This increase is accelerated 

greatly in Figure 35, where a 2.2-fold increase in density from h=0 to 

h=2.9xl011 cm. This results in dramatically greater electron densities 

(1012 cm 3) than seen in equivalent shower atmospheres (<1010 cm" 

3). The corresponding electron optical depths become large in the 

present model: T14=0.21, 2.82, 47.2, and 39.7 for levels 1-4

respectively. Preliminary trial runs indicate that when finer h-binning 

is employed, electron densities do not rise so sharply with height, 

and suffer an overall decrease. However, computing tune constraints 

have not allowed many trial runs to go to convergence. Although 

poor spatial resolution appears to lead to artificially high electron 

densities, all indications are that the code P1+P2 is intrinsically

operating properly, as we now discuss and illustrate with Figures 36- 

39, and will yield accurate and reliable answers when numerical 

resolution can be made suitably fine.
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Figure 36 gives the energy spectrum [proportional to specfic 

energy flux: xn(x)] of radiation proceeding in polar angle bins

directed in the upward half-space (16=1), for each level ih=l-4, and

Figure 37 gives the same for radiation in downward directed

directional bins (16=2). A number of important features should be

noted. A UV-X-ray (10~5<x<10°) power law forms in the lower

atmospheric levels, and has an energy slope of approximately 0=1.0: 

This corresponds to the presence of a saturated pair cascade, 

predicted and seen in Chapter 3. The large optical thickness of layers 

ih=2-4 indicate that backscattering should be important. This is

evidenced in the downward fluxes of Figure 37, which shows the same 

power law, but with a downturn at the soft input energy, Xsoft. This

downturn is expected, and merely represents the fact that photons at 

Xgoft will most likely gain energy when backscattered, and appear at

higher energies. The depletion of the hard input is seen as the spike 

at Xhard=IO3-25 shrinks with increasing height in Figure 36, and is 

longer present in the uppermost level. Not surprisingly the hard input 

spike is not seen in the downward fluxes in Figure 37. Any

backscattering would downscatter these photons to lower energies.

Very few photons are seen in y-ray energies between =IO1 and

xhard. The energy X=IO1 represents the maximum photon energy 

which the first generation of pairs may produce by upscattering soft

source photons: a photon of energy xhard will produce pairs with

typical energies of y=(l/2)xsoft, which in turn will upscatter soft 

photons to energies x=y2xgoft=44. Photons of higher energies are
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Fig. 36. Radiation energy spectrum in each of the vertical levels 
ih=l-4, of photons propagating in directions 6<r/2 (i0=l). Primary
input is also shown.
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generally not scattered by very high energy electrons because of the 

Klein-Nishina decline in the cross section.

Figures 38 and 39 show the specific electron densities (number

density per unit y) as a function of (y-1), with velocities directed in

the upper and lower half-spaces respectively, for levels ih=l-4. As

assumed a priori in the approximate treatments of Chapter 3, two

distinct electron distributions arise: a high-energy nonthermal

distribution consisting of relativistic pairs quickly cooling in the soft 

radiation field; and a low-energy thermal component of pairs that

have cooled to non- or trans-relativistic energies and are awaiting 

annihilation. (The annihilation cross section for high-energy pairs is 

so small, and the cooling rate so fast, that annihilation is only

expected for low energy pairs.) The high-energy component is seen in 

Figure 38 as the power law extending from y-l-lO1 to IO3. All pairs 

in this energy range were produced at energies around IO3 by the

primary hard photon input. The slope of the power law can be

accurately estimated by an approximate form of the electron

continuity equation, y N(y)~P, where y =-aTc(y2-1 )nsoftxsoft is the 

cooling rate at y, and P is the total pair creation rate. This yields

the scaling N (Y)non themial~y2, which indeed is the slope in Figure

39. Note that the nonthermal electron distribution does not appear in 

the downward fluxes in Figure 39. The extreme high energy of the 

primary hard photon input creates pairs in the upward directions

only, and with sufficient upward momenta to insure that scattering

off soft photons will not backscatter the pairs until they have been

sufficiently degraded in energy.
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Fig. 38. Electron number spectrum in each of the vertical levels 
w  ,, „  . clectron^ propagating in directions 6<7t/2 (i9=l). A
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at dimensionless temperature O=IO"1 is 
shown dotted.
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.. , F'g 39. Electron number spectrum in each of the vertical levels 
ih=l-4, of electrons propagating in directions 9>n/2 (i9=2).
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The low-energy thermal pair component hypothesized in Chapter 

3 indeed develops, and is seen as the broad feature extending from 

the lowest energies (y-l=10"7) to around Y-I=IO1, where the

nonthermal power law is met. Although no electron-electron 

scattering is considered, interaction through the photon population 

via photon-electron scattering and pair annihilation is sufficient to

thermalize the low-energy pairs. A minor triumph of the code is that

the low energy pair distribution is indeed very well fit by a Maxwell- 

Boltzmann distribution. The line marked "Maxwell-Boltzmann" in 

Figure 38 is a (relativistically correct) Maxwell-Boltzmann 

distribution at 9=0.1 (T=5.9xlO**K.) for comparison. The temperature at

which a thermal population of electrons would be in energy

equlibrium with a surrounding radiation field (no net energy transfer 

between electrons and radiation) is called the Compton temperature

Tc associated with the radiation field. This may be simply estimated

using equation (3.17) assuming a simple power-law fit to the radiation

spectrum in the range 10"5<x<101 in Figure 38. The result is 9=0.1
C

to 0.2, in good agreement with the fit in Figure 38.

The behavior at upper levels of the atmosphere differs markedly

from that in Chapter 3. As in Chapter 3, depletion at high energies

( x » l ,  y » l )  occurs, but unlike Chapter 3, depletion at low energies

( x « l ,  y - l « l )  also occurs, resulting in a narrowing distribution 

around the Compton temperature mean energy. This is caused in part 

by the large optical depths obtained in this model: low-energy

photons must scatter a large number of times to escape up through 

the atmosphere, and are upscattered toward the Compton temperature
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mean energy with each scattering.There are no spatially distributed 

soft sources, so the low energy photons suffer depletion. With fewer 

soft photons, the low end of the thermal pair population is also 

upscattered. The question of whether suitable binning of height (finer 

resolution and a very large hmax) will eliminate this low energy 

depletion seen high in the atmosphere remains an open one, pending 

further work, Finally, Figure 40 shows the escaping spectra: boxes 

represent the energy spectrum of radiation leaving the top of the 

atmosphere, and octagons represent the energy spectrum of radiation 

leaving the bottom of the atmosphere and reabsorbed by the accretion 

flow.
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Fig. 40. Energy spectrum of radiation escaping upward from the
atmosphere, and downward from the atmosphere into the accretion
flow.
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we gather and briefly summarize the work

accomplished, and major conclusions drawn, in this thesis. Much of

this has already been reported in scattered fashion throughout this 

paper. This review, arranged chapter by chapter, is necessarily quite

abridged. Details are easily found in the appropriate chapters.

In Chapter I we investigated pair production within two-

temperature accretion flows. We improved upon the seminal two- 

temperature, Comptonized soft source, thin disk, accretion model of

Shapiro, Lightman, and Eardley 1976 by: (I) using a more accurate 

coulomb collision energy transfer rate between thermal ions and

electrons; (2) developing a simple scheme whereby the results of

monte carlo scattering simulations by others are used to relate the 

electron temperature and optical depth to the radiation power-law 

spectral slope; and (3) formally generalizing the entire model to

accommodate the presence of electron-positron pairs within the disk.

We then constructed two models of pair production within the disk,

thermal and nonthermal. For the thermal case, in which available

energy is shared equally among all electrons (and positrons), we 

calculated the expected radiation spectral shape (Wien and power-law
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components), and derived and applied to the disk model the necessary 

photon-photon and photon-electron pair creation rates, as functions 

of temperatures and densities. For the nonthermal case, in which 

some fraction £e of available energy is not shared equally, but 

instead is used to heat a small population of electrons to 

ultrarelativistic energies, we generalized existing nonthermal pair 

creation theory for uniform spherical sources to the disk model. We 

developed and implemented a solution method for both the thermal

and nonthermal models by which, for given model parameters (black 

hole mass M, accretion rate m , viscosity parameter ocv.g, radiation

spectral index a , and for the nonthermal model, £,) the model 

variables (pressure P, ion and electron temperatures and densities T.,

Te, n., and ne, disk half-height h, and for the thermal case spectral 

densities Np and Nw) are obtained as functions of radius r by the 

simultaneous solution of the disk equations (equation of state, 

conservation of angular momentum, hydrostatic equilibrium, ion energy 

balance, Comptonization T-Ge constraint, and for the thermal case,

Comptonized spectral shape constraint, and Comptonized photon

energy balance) along with pair equilibrium (balance of creation with 

annihilation and inflow).

We found that thermal pair production remains unimportant for 

astrophysically relevant conditions, with pair densities remaining well 

below ion densities, z-2n+/n .« l .  We found z to increase with

increasing m and decreasing r, except very near the disk’s inner edge

where z falls off sharply. In the inner regions where pair densities

are greatest, we found pair production to inflate the disk, raise the
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ion temperature, lower the electron temperature, raise the electron

optical depth, and lower the ion optical depth, all to a small extent.

We found that in marked contrast to thermal pair production,

nonthermal pair production can maintain sufficiently high densities of 

pairs (reaching maximum values of l<z<10) to significantly alter disk 

structure, if at least about one third of accretion power is directed

through the nonthennal channel. We found all the trends listed above 

for the thermal case to hold for the present case, but are more 

pronounced, with pairs changing disk variables by factors of up to 2

or 3. We found pairs to decrease the upper limit of in past which the 

disk is not thin and many assumptions underlying the model fail. We

conducted models in which pair inflow was ignored, and found that

inflow lowers pair densities from their static values by factors of up

to 30, indicating the importance of that term in pair balance.

We discovered and both analytically and numerically verified two

unexpected, fundamental differences in pair behavior between standard 

spherical inflow models and the present disk model, in the asymptotic 

small m , large r, small z region. First, we found that while pair 

inflow dominates annihilation for spherical models, accretion 

velocities vary in disk accretion in such a way that annihilation

dominates inflow. Second, we found that this reversal causes disk pair

densities to drop off faster, by one power of m , than in the

standard spherical models.

We then investigated the effects of pair production on the 

stability of thick (quasi-spherical), two-temperature accretion flows, 

by calculating the effect of pairs on the existence and position of a
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critical radius, rcrit, within which we expect ions to be overcooled, 

and a collapse of the ion pressure supported flow will possibly occur. 

We unproved upon the pioneering work of Begelman, Sikora, and Rees 

1987 by appropriately applying to the quasi-spherical case the thermal 

and nonthermal pair creation rates formalism developed for the disk.

We devised a solution method by which r ^ ,  along with the ion and 

electron temperatures and densities at that radius, are calculated by 

the simultaneous solution of the inflow equations (critical cooling, 

mass conservation, equation of state, unsaturated Comptonization, and 

pair equilibrium). We found that when £e>0.1 nonthermal pair

production significantly enlarges the unstable zone (r^  increases) 

for models in which a critical radius already exists, and causes

instability over finite ranges of m in models which have no such

instabilities in the absence of pairs. Pair densities approach z=20 at 

rcrit. However, thermal pair production is ineffective (z<10"3) and

has negligible effect on this instability.

In Chapter 3 we investigated the origin, steady-state vertical

structure, and spectral reprocessing of pair cascade shower

atmospheres formed above accretion flows by the action of photon-

electron scattering, pair creation, pair annihilation, and radiative

transfer upon arbitrary primary accretion flow emission and any

arbitrary particle and photon injection in the atmosphere. Several 

simplifying assumptions were made, principally the "shower" 

assumption, whereby radiation propagates only outward from the 

accretion flow surface, with reflection or emission back toward the

flow ignored. This assumption was numerically checked and was found
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to be satisfactory for marginally beamed sources in optically thin 

atmospheres. Other assumptions included approximate cross sections 

and reaction rates. Surface geometries of the flow surface were

uniform infinite planar and uniform spherical. Many different primary 

radiation spectra were investigated, all sharing two basic features 

seen as necessary for any plausible prototypical primary AGN

spectrum: a low energy ’soft’ component (x<l) and a high energy

"hard" component (x>l). A Fortran code was developed to solve for 

the atmosphere (photon and electron densities as functions of

height, and energy) that results.

We found that pair cascade atmospheres assume many forms, 

corresponding to the many possibilities of input spectra. But we also 

found a prototypical atmospheric profile (variation of pair density

with height) which has as predictable special cases most of the

above-mentioned forms. We have found and investigated (some

analytically) the five characteristic zones in this profile: zones of

nearly constant pair density, exponential growth, turnover, power-law

decay, and exponential decay. We have found and quantified a

fundamental difference between spherical and plane source generated 

shower atmospheres. Infinite plane emission produces an atmosphere 

with infinite total optical depth, which degrades all photon energies 

down to energies at or below mec2. Spherical surface emission

produces an atmosphere of finite total optical depth, exhibiting a 

freeze-out radius and a high energy spectral cut-off at energies from 

mec2 upward, depending upon parameters. For parameters
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corresponding to specific astrophysically relevant AGN models, we 

found atmospheres to be optically thin to moderately optically thick.

In Chapter 4 we improve upon the fruitful, but approximate, 

treatment of shower cascade atmospheres and investigate the (more) 

general cascade atmosphere in which most of the simplifying

assumptions of the shower-atmosphere are relaxed (radiative 

propagation can take place in any discrete direction, exact cross 

sections and reaction rates are employed, etc.). Handy utility Fortran 

codes are developed and tested which calculate the discrete pair 

creation and pair annihilation radiation spectra for any discrete 

distributions of electron-positrons and photons. Two larger Fortran

codes, P l and P2, are developed and tested; Pl is a monte carlo 

simulation which calculates the steady-state atmospheric photon

distribution (densities as functions of height, direction, and energy) if

the electron distribution and any photon injection are specified; P2 is

a multidimensional Newton-Raphson solution to the steady-state

electron kinetic equations if the photon distribution and any electron 

injection are specified. We formulated an iterative scheme combining 

P l and P2, "P1+P2," which yields a solution to the entire atmosphere

if any injection is specified. We conducted a number of runs which 

indicated P1+P2 is a quickly convergent process^ and futher suggested 

that the code was operating properly. Preliminary results were

obtained, exhibiting many features seen in the shower model, along 

with some features not seen before, including those associated with

backscatting effects. Accuracy of the results was limited by the poor 

energy, directional and positional numerical resolution necessary to
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conduct computer runs to convergence on available computing services 

in reasonable periods of time.
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APPENDIX

Review of Active Galactic Nuclei

In this appendix we provide a brief review of active galactic

nuclei (AGNs). We begin with a bare-bones compilation of AGN 

observational properties and nomenclature. We continue with a

recitation of standard arguments in favor of the supermassive black

hole model. We then discuss particular aspects of accretion onto a 

supennassive black hole: efficiencies, modes of accretion, radiation

mechanisms, and the formation of jets. We close with a presentation 

of a tentative unifying model of all AGNs.

Almost all of the material presented in this appendix can be

found in, for example, the following sources: Phinney (1983); Rees 

(1984); Rees, Begelman, Blandford, and Phinney (1982); Tsumta (1983, 

1986, 1988); Turner and Pounds (1989); Wiita (1985); and others.

Hereafter we will not cite specific references among these unless 

particular information or perspectives unique to one of the above 

reviews is mentioned.

Most galaxies (active or not) appear to contain a dense clustering 

of stars in the center-most I parsec (I parsec is about 3 light-years

=IO18Cm). This region is called the galactic nucleus. An active

galactic nucleus is one which displays above normal energy production
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in one or more (usually all) of the following three forms: (I) a bright 

broadband continuum spectrum from radio through X- or y-rays (much 

harder than that produced by star light); (2) a bright emission line 

spectrum, in many cases with broad lines; and (3) jets emulating from 

the nuclear region. Recent studies indicate that the criterion for 

nuclear activity is quantitative rather than qualitative: most galaxies

are now thought to exhibit some degree of this nuclear activity, 

including our Galaxy.

Observational Properties

The family of objects now thought to harbor active galactic 

nuclei is quite large, containing twenty or more observationally 

distinct members (Phinney 1983). Spectral criteria for categorization

typically include: relative prominence of radio, infrared (IR), optical

(O), ultraviolet (UV), X-ray, and y-ray bands in the continuum; 

strength and width of emission lines; time variability; polarization; 

total luminosity; and redshift. Morphological criteria include: Can the 

host galaxy be resolved? Are jets present? And are extended radio 

sources (radio lobes) present? We now review the observational

properties of the most prominent AGN family members: Seyfert

galaxies (types I and 2); quasi-stellar objects (QSOs); quasi-stellar 

radio sources (QSRs); BL Lac objects; and radio galaxies. Others 

include (Phinney 1983): N galaxies; blazars; low ionization nuclear

emission regions (LINERs); narrow line quasars (NLQs); broad [narrow] 

line radio galaxies (B[N]LRGs); broad absorption line QSOs 

(BALQSOs); high [low] polarization QSOs (H[L]PQSOs); and so on.
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Figure 41, taken from Phinney (1983) gives typical continuum 

emission spectra for several classes of AGNs. The luminosity units are 

ergs per logaritlimic frequency interval^ rather than the usual ergs 

per unit frequency. The advantage in this odd system is that it allows 

quick visual comparison of the total energy carried in the various 

spectral bands (radio, X-ray, etc.). When a log-log plot in these 

coordinates is drawn, two segments of the curve over equal

logarithmic frequency intervals will carry the same total power if the

two segments are of the same height. If one segment is a factor of 

10 higher than the other, say, then 10 times the power is carried by 

the former; and so on. Considerable object to object variation exists 

within each class, so Figure 41 should clearly be taken as an 

idealization.

Seyfert galaxies are defined as galaxies showing a luminous, 

compact nucleus and intense optical emission lines. Type I Seyferts 

have very broad lines, corresponding to velocity dispersions of up to

20,000 km/s (0.07c). Type 2 have narrower lines, indicating velocity 

dispersions of up to 1000 km/s. Type I are preferentially found in

face-on spiral galaxies. In fact, about 5% of all bright spirals exhibit 

at least moderate Seyfert behavior, and essentially all bright spirals 

have a nuclear emission line region (Phinney 1983). Seyfert nuclei 

have total luminosities of L=IO42*44 erg/s, often constituting a 

significant fraction of the total host galaxy luminosity. Seyferts are 

generally radio quite, especially type I. (Radio quiet in AGN continua 

means the total radio luminosity is less than 10"4 of that in the IR- 

O-UV bands; radio loud sources typically have radio luminosities up
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Fig. 41. Idealized representative spectra from several prominent 
classes of AGNs1 taken from Phinney (1983). Spectral units are 
luminosity per logarithmic frequency interval: vL .
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to IO"2 of IR-O-UV.) The weak radio spectrum is a power law and is 

presumed to be synchrotron emission from relativistic electrons in 

strong magnetic fields. The IR-O-UV bands are a single power law 

with energy index cc=l-1.2 (F^ocIVa ). In some brighter Seyferts a UV 

excess above the power law occurs (the "UV bump"). This is fit well 

by a black body spectrum peaking in the UV, with T=IO4 5K. Seyferts 

are strong X-ray emitters, forming a power law with energy slope 

«=0.3-1.0, extending at least to mec2 in most sources. A soft X-ray

excess above the X-ray power law (the "soft excess") is seen in many 

of the sources which exhibit the UV bump. This soft excess could be 

the high energy tail of the UV bump. Some Seyferts have been 

detected in y-rays. Some spectra indicate an upturn from the X-ray 

power law to a harder y-ray power law. A cut-off seems to occur in 

the 2-20 MeV range. Radio through optical radiation is not highly

polarized (<3%).

Quasars were first discovered as quasi-stellar (unresolved) radio 

sources (QSRs) in 1963, when H Balmer lines and a Mg II line were 

found to be redshifted by z=X JX  -1=0.16 in a known radio source 

3C 273. The great distance indicated by the redshift, if interpreted as 

a cosmological recessional velocity, required the enormous luminosity 

L=IO47 erg/s, a full thousand times that of typical galaxies. (The

attempt to explain an energy source of this magnitude in quasars is 

considered the birth of modem AGN study.) Successful searches were 

then conducted for optically selected quasars (generic quasi-stellar 

objects, QSOs). It was found that 90% of quasars are radio quiet, and 

10% loud. Quasar spectra are quite similar to Seyfert I spectra, but
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more luminous, L—10 4 47 erg/s or more. Less luminous quasars are 

found in spiral galaxies. (Telescope and detector advances have 

allowed the imaging of host galaxies in many closer quasars, leaving 

the quasi-stellar appellation outmoded.) There is some evidence that 

brighter, more distant, quasars are in ellipticals. As in Seyferts, a

power-law radio spectrum, power-law IR-O-UV spectrum, a UV bump 

and soft excess, power-law X-ray, and power-law y-ray spectrum as 

seen. Radiation is not highly polarized (<3%). Of the radio loud 

quasars, roughly 10% are optically violently variable (OW s), with 

very high polarization (30%).

BL Lac objects are named after the variable "star" BL Lacertae.

Spectra are quite similar to those of quasars, but have very weak or

undetectable emission lines. When background galaxies can be

resolved, they are invariably giant ellipticals. Like the O W s, BL Lacs 

are highly variable, and have very high polarization (30%).

Radio galaxies are defined as extragalactic radio sources which 

have been identified with galaxies. Radio emission, presumed to be 

synchrotron emission from relativistic electrons, occurs in compact 

and extended components. The compact component always coincides 

with the galactic nucleus, and the extended components . sometimes 

consist of two lobes straddling the galaxy, which is invariably a giant

elliptical. Linear structures (jets) connecting the compact and

extended components are often seen and are discussed below. The

extended components have luminosities of L=IO42'46 erg/s, while . the

nuclear power output is much weaker. In fact, star light often drowns

out the optical nuclear emission.
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Observed jets are usually linear (sometimes bent) and are up to 

megaparsecs in length. VLA and VLBI maps have identified over 100 

of these structures, the best known being the striking double jets in 

NGC 6251 and Cen A. In brighter sources, optical and X-ray jets are 

seen to coincide with the radio jets. The optical counterparts are 

shorter than the radio jets, and the X-ray shorter still. The total 

rest mass equivalent of energy stored in the extended radio lobes is 

around IO6"7 Mgun. The lobes are presumed to be fueled by the 

nucleus through the jets (more on this later). The length and

linearity of jets is a strong indication of a long-lived, stable

gyroscopic mechanism in the nucleus, giving support to the black hole 

model of AGNs discussed shortly.

Supermassive Black Hole Model

Many of the following arguments in favor of a supermassive black 

hole being the central engine of AGNs require knowledge of 

luminosities L and variability time scales At. Two factors make 

calculation of these quantities from observed measurements uncertain, 

beyond the many technical difficulties inherent to astrometry: the

value of the Hubble constant, and the possibility of relativistic 

beaming. The value of the Hubble constant H0 is uncertain, and is

quoted to have values anywhere in the range 50< H0/(km/s/Mpc)

<100. A smaller value of Hq inceases the estimated distance d(Mpc) to 

the source for a given redshift determined recessional velocity

v(km/s): d=v/H0. This increases the intrinsic luminosity L(erg/s)

obtained from the detected energy flux F (erg/cm"2/s): L=47td2F. If
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Lioo is a luminosity obtained using a Hubble value of 100 km/s/Mpc, 

say, the luminosity L corresponding to some other value Hq would be 

L=Llooh"2’ where h=H0/( I OOkm/s/Mpc) (Phinney 1983). Relativistic

beaming may be necessary to consider in objects oriented so that we 

are looking directly into an oncoming jet. Apparent superluminal 

expansion seen in some jets, along with other considerations, lead us 

to believe jet matter is indeed in bulk relativistic motion. If the 

angle between the jet axis and our line of sight is 0 and the jet 

velocity is v=(3c, then time scales of variability are shortened by the

doppler shift factor 5=y(l-pcos0) where y=l/(l-£2)1/2- Estimates of L 

increase by b"4 because L is proportional to received energy flux 

(energy per solid-angle per time) where energy is enhanced by 8"1, 

solid angle narrowed by 52, and time shortened by 8. A head-on jet

with (3=0.95 will appear 6xl04 times brighter, and will vary 6-7 times 

faster, than if at rest.

Although by no means has a complete consensus on the nature of 

AGN central engines emerged, most ongoing research assumes a 

spinning, accreting supermassive black hole of mass M=IO6-9M
sun'

Principal reasons are two-fold: (I) the need for large mass; and (2)

the need for extreme compactness. Of all the wildly divergent models 

put forth to explain the energy output of quasars (and other AGNs), 

only those involving the dissipation of gravitational potential energy 

within a deep potential well could supply the necessary power. These 

include: ultradense star clusters; supermassive stars (found to be

unstable); and supermassive black holes. The minimum total mass 

required, no matter the model, can be simply estimated if an
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object’s luminosity L, its lifetime t (from statistical surveys), and an 

upper limit on the radiative efficiency of accretion ri=L/M c2 (the 

ratio of luminosity to rest mass accretion rate) are all known. For 

example, a typical quasar with L=1046erg/s, t=108yr (see Phinney

1983), and T)=10% (realistic for black hole accretion; see below) will 

radiate Lt ergs over its lifetime and require M=LtZTic2=IO8M of 

accreted matter. Lower efficiencies expected for non-black hole 

models require even higher masses. Besides being the most efficient 

model, and requiring the least central mass, the black hole seems to

be the evolutionary endpoint for all the competing models.

Extreme compactness of AGN central engines is strongly

suggested by the frequent large scale (AL/L>1), rapid (At=months, 

days, or hours) variations in luminosity. An upper limit to the size of 

the emission region AR may be estimated by the identification of the 

source light crossing time with the variation time scale, AR<cAt. The

reasoning is that AL/L>1 implies that a significant fraction of the 

source should be involved, and that all locations throughout that 

region must be operating in concert. This requires communication

across AR in a time At, giving the above result. A typical value At=I 

day implies AR<3x IO15cm= 10"3parsec, a size which fits comfortably 

inside the =1 parsec nucleus. The best estimates (lowest upper limits) 

of AR are obtained from the most rapid variations seen, and these 

are usually found in the X-ray band. (The higher the frequency the 

shorter At for most AGN spectra.) For example, NGC 6814 (a Seyfert 

I) exhibits At=IOOs, AL/L=2.5 X-ray variations, yielding AR=3xl012em 

(Tsuruta 1986). Such compactness immediately rules out supermassive
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stars, ultradense clusters, etc., all of which would quickly collapse to 

a single massive black hole. Assuming the black hole model, accretion 

models predict that most energy is expected to be dissipated near 

the hole, in a region AR-IORg, where Rg=2GM/c2 is the

Sehwartzchild radius for a nonrotating hole (see section on accretion 

below). For NGC 6814 then, AR=3xl012cm gives R=SxlO11Cm and a 

mass M=IO6Msun. The measured luminosity L=1043erg/s can be 

maintained by a modest accretion rate M=IO-2MgunZyr at 10%

efficiency. Low luminosity quasars are found to have M=IO7-8M
sun

and require M=IO 1 I MgunZyr. High luminosity quasars have M=IO8- 

9Kun m d  squire M=101-2MgunZyr. Radio galaxies are found to have 

quasar-sized masses, M=IO7-9Mgun, but have very little nuclear

emission, indicating Ms quite small.

How to supply the gas needed to feed the monster is subject to 

considerable speculation. Possible mechanisms include: (I) gas released 

by stellar collisions and disruptions in the =Ipc nuclear star cluster; 

(2) tidal disruption of occasional stars passing by the hole; (3) the 

capture by the host galaxy of intergalactic gas clouds; (4) galaxy 

mergers or collisions; and (5) ordinary interstellar gas (perhaps

through a positive feedback loop in which radiation from the central 

engine causes nearby stars to increase mass loss through increased 

stellar winds; Rees__).

Time variability indicates the broad emission line spectrum 

originates in a region of size AR=IO-2-! pc, called the broad line 

region (BLR.). Narrow emission lines appear to come from AR=10O-3pc, 

called the narrow line region.
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Accretion onto a Supermassive Blade Hnlp

For accretion models to be feasible, efficient mechanisms for

converting gravitational potential energy into radiation must be 

operating. The asymmetry implied by the existence of jets, and the 

possible importance of Lense-Thirring precession in dragging matter 

into axisymmetric flows around rotating holes, suggest that accretion

flows in AGNs may be axisymmetric, perhaps taking the form of a 

disk or torus. What is more, in disk accretion matter spirals slowly

inward in quasi-Keplerian orbits as angular momemtum is transported 

outward by hydromagnetic turbulent viscosity, allowing more time for 

particles to cool and radiate before falling down the hole, thereby 

increasing the efficiency rj. We may estimate (an upper limit to) Tj by

examining the binding energy per unit mass Eb of the innennost 

stable circular orbits allowed by general relativity. Around a 

Schwartzchild hole this orbit lies at R=3Rg and has Eb=0.057c2. A 

unit mass will have lost energy Eb by the time it has spiraled in to

3Rg, and will presumably lose little more as it quickly falls from 3Rg

to the horizon, so that T|=Eb/c2=0.057. Around a maximally rotating

Kerr hole, this orbit has has moved in towards the horizon, yielding

a greater efficiency, T|=0.42. The nature of the viscosity is an 

unanswered question. Some attempts have been made to calculate it 

from first principles: Eardley and Lightman (1975). In lieu of a

satisfactory theory, either: (I) the viscous stresses are assumed to be 

proportional to the pressure P, with a constant of proportionality 

called a  which is thought to lie between IOr2 and I (the "alpha
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disks"); or (2) the radial component of velocity is some constant 

fraction ji of local (Newtonian) free fall. In either case ct or p—>1

means free fall, while a value of zero means circular orbits with no 

accretion.

Figure 42 shows the author’s view of the (highly idealized)

energy pathways in AGN accretion flows. Protons represent the bulk

of the gravitational potential energy (being much more massive than 

electrons). As matter accretes, this potential energy is transformed 

into the ordered kinetic energy of Keplerian orbital velocities and 

inflow velocities. In collisionless spherical accretion this is the end of 

the line, as all will be swallowed without further dissipation. Any

magnetic fields originally present in the matter will be amplified to

-equipartition values, B2/87C=GMmp/r. Next a parting of ways may

occur, constituting the fundamental difference between "thermal" and 

"nonthermal" models of AGNs. Part of the proton bulk kinetic energy 

may be randomized by viscosity, leading to a thermal proton

distribution -  the thermal channel. The rest may go to the 

acceleration of a few electrons (or other particles) to relativistic 

energies by Fermi acceleration in strong shocks, turbulence,

electrostatic acceleration at sites of magnetic reconnection (caused by 

the shearing motion of frozen-in field lines in the differentially

rotating ionized plasma), and so on -  the nonthermal channel. In the 

thermal channel, energy transfer from thermal protons to thermal 

electrons occurs by the relatively slow process of coulomb collisions. 

This represents a bottleneck to the whole dissipation scheme.

(Transfer may be enhanced by plasma effects (Begelman and Chiueh
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1988) or the presence of electron-positron pairs (this paper). Any

energy transferred to the electrons is quickly radiated by the 

Compton upscattering of soft photons, bremsstrahlung, or synchrotron 

emission. In the nonthermal channel, the relativistic electrons quickly 

cool by the same processes, producing y-radiation. The y-rays either 

escape or are converted to more relativistic electrons through pair 

creation. Many important details are left out of this scenario,

including interactions between the two channels.

Many aspects of the accretion flow are independent of M, but 

depend critically upon m =M /M Edd and the viscosity a. Here in is a 

dimensionless accretion rate and M Edd-L Edd/c2 is the accretion rate 

corresponding to the Eddington luminosity, LEdd=47tcGMmp/cTT, at 

which outward radiation pressure equals the inward gravitational pull

on accreting matter. (Here mp is the proton mass and a T is the 

Thomson cross section.) Although the physics of accretion flows has 

yet to be worked out satisfactorily, a qualitative scheme has emerged 

in which the flow belongs to one of five following basic domains. (I) 

When m is quite small, densities are too low for proton-electron

coulomb transfer to keep up with proton viscous heating. Proton 

temperatures rise to virial levels, Ti=GMmpZrZk=IO11-12K, and proton 

gas pressure inflates the flow to form a thick disk or toms (here k 

is the Boltzmann constant). Electron temperatures remain lower

(Te=IO9-10K) and the flow is called a two-temperature ion toms. (2) 

At larger but still small accretion rates, 10-7<m <50cc2, proton- 

electron transfer is more efficient, but still a bottleneck, and several 

solutions exist, with various instabilities perhaps driving the system
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from one to another. The ion torus is still a solution. So also is a

cool, one-temperature, geometrically thin, optically thick disk (which 

radiates a thermal spectrum peaking in the UV), first developed by

Shakura and Sunyeav (1973). Also possible is a mixed state, with cool

cloudlets condensing out of the ion torus. Finally, a hybrid model, 

the hot two-temperature thin disk developed by Shapiro, Lightman, 

and Eardley (1976) is another solution. (3) At still greater accretion 

rates, m >50a2, efficient proton-electron transfer is possible and

proton and electron temperatures equilibrate to T=IO56K. Radiation 

pressure, however, becomes high enough to inflate the flow, and a 

radiation torus may result. However, radiation tori have been found

to suffer various instabilities, and other flow types may be selected. 

(4) Finally at very high accretion rates, in » 1 ,  a chaotic nearly

spherical inflow seems to be required, but the situation is highly 

uncertain. Typical masses and luminosities indicate strong quasars are 

accreting at super-Eddington rates (m >1), and cases (3) or (4)

therefore might apply. Seyferts and weaker quasars appear to be 

moderately sub-Eddington objects, and case (2) might apply. Radio 

galaxies appear to be extremely sub-Eddington, so case (I) should 

apply. The possibility of high temperature coronae surrounding any of 

the above models certainly exists, possibly involving magnetic flaring

similar to that seen on the sun.

Jet Formation

Jets appear not to be fueled by accretion. . Evidence for this 

comes from radio galaxies, in which very little radiation eminates
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isotropically from the nuclear region, but considerably more energy 

seems to be directed through the jets to the extended radio lobes. 

Either a peculiar mode of accretion exists which produces only 

collimated output with no isotropic waste, or the hole itself must 

supply the jet energy. A mechanism, the Blanford-Znadjek process, 

has been investigated as a means of electromagnetically tapping a 

rotating hole’s rotational energy through a complex of magnetic 

fields and currents anchored in a tenuous plasma (ion torus?) and

flowing through the hole’s ergosphere. Moderate electron-positron 

pair production can produce sufficient charge carriers to operate the 

circuit. Strong electric fields which develop may accelerate particles 

along the spin axis. A natural environment for both the fields and

currents and for jet collimation may be the evacuated funnels which 

many numerical simulations predict will develop along the spin axis

inside an accretion torus. Many of these tori appear to be unstable,

so the situation is unclear. Whether jets are further accelerated by 

radiation pressure or pair cascade processes is also unclear. Whether 

beams consist primarily of ordinary matter, pair plasma, or radiation

is yet another question. Standing and traveling shocks within the jets

may be responsible for accelerating electrons responsible for the

radio synchrotron emission we see. Collimation mechanisms at large

distances from the hole are unknown.

Grand Somewhat Unified Theory

A quick look at AGN evolution (redshift dependence), along with 

the information presented thus far, allows a tentative unifying
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theory of the many kinds of AGNs. The following evolutionary review

was provided by Phinney 1983. A principal problem encountered in 

trying to compare quasar spatial densities at various epochs is the

fact that there are no local quasars. In fact, the first luminous

quasars don’t appear until redshifts of z>l, though less luminous ones

are seen closer to us. Luckily a narrow band of luminosity exists in 

which quasars are dim enough to have a local space density and

bright enough to be seen at high redshifts, z>2. The comoving space

densities (using a standard Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe) of 

quasars is found to be IO4"5 times larger at z=2 than at -now. The

z=2 quasar density is remarkably close to the present day (local)

density of Seyfert+radio galaxies. A steep decrease in quasar densities

at very early times (z>3.5) is found, and might represent an epoch 

before galactic conditions had evolved sufficiently to allow strong

nuclear activity.

A theory of AGNs might therefore go some thing like this. Early 

in the Mstory of the universe, about z=3.5, galaxies had evolved so 

that sufficient mass had accumulated in the nuclear region to turn on

the "quasar phase," in which large amounts of matter fed mass and

angular momentum to a central black hole, producing large

luminosities. This might have been triggered additionally by galactic

mergers, gas cloud capture, etc.. Systems with large M evolved more 

quickly (like stellar evolution). What we see as quasars were objects 

on the large M side of the scale. These quickly devoured available

fuel supplies and died long ago. Only a trickle of incoming gas,

however, was needed to keep a jet mechanism functioning to fuel
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radio lobes. Radio galaxies with enormous radio lobes are long dead 

(starved) quasars. Radio galaxies with smaller lobes and stronger jets 

are more recently deceased. Slightly less massive objects evolved 

more slowly, took longer to exhaust fuel supplies, and are the nearby 

quasars we see. Objects with even smaller masses evolved so slowly 

they still exist today as the Seyfert galaxies. BL Lac objects and 

O W s may be quasars seen head on into the jets. Seyfert Is and 2s 

are in fact the same galaxies, but viewed face on and edge on respectively.
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